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FOR SERIOUS CHRISTIANS, THIS BOOK CRIED OUT TO BE WRITTEN

We quote from the editorial report that prompted us to select this book for the Conservative Book Club:

"Any honest believer will admit that he has often found himself facing uncomfortable difficulties and dilemmas when confronted by the pronouncements of scientists (genuine or pseudo) on matters that concern controversial Biblical passages involving scientific areas. We search for explanations, but too often come up with weak ones that don't even convince us.

This book should help straighten us out. Henry Morris brings together those key Biblical insights and instructions related to all the natural sciences. In his own words:

'Whenever a Biblical passage deals either with a broad scientific principle or with some particular items of scientific data, it will inevitably be found on careful study to be fully accurate in its scientific insights. Often it will be found even to have anticipated scientific discoveries.'

A large order, but I think Morris fills it admirably in what can only be called a monumental volume. The main thrust of the book is to reassure theists of the validity of the Scriptures not only as a guide to living but as an explanation of the facts of the natural sciences, of mankind, and of the world around us. It may well be the means of liberating a reader from long-time doubts and give him ammunition for confrontations with the scoffers."

$24.95 \text{ in stores — yours FREE}

Dr. Morris has served for 28 years on the faculties of major universities — including 13 years as chairman of the Civil Engineering Department of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. He is the president of the Institute for Creation Research.

So isn't this book heavy going for the nonscientist? Again, our editor:

"The book is a mass of scientific exposition and evidence, but so clearly written and well arranged visually that it held the attention of even a layman with minimal scientific background like myself."

As for the theological position of Dr. Morris, our editor writes:

"Basically evangelical Protestant, but I think there's very little that's not fully consonant with conservative Catholic teaching. As a matter of fact, I found much of his thinking and even his style reminiscent of Chesterton's Orthodoxy. You could say Morris' overall argument almost parallels Chesterton's, with the addition of technical references!"

Answers questions no thinking believer can ignore

- Evolution, creation and the Bible: where the secular consensus goes wrong.
- Fallacies of evolutionists like Huxley and Teilhard de Chardin.
- Apparent discrepancies in Scripture. (Dr. Morris gives unbelievers a full hearing, answers their questions — and then fires some pointed questions right back at them.)
- Great pioneers in science who had no doubt that the Bible is the inspired word of God.
- "Miracles and the Laws of Nature."

- Problems with the "big bang" theory. Other modern theories of creation and solar system that don't hold up — even on scientific grounds.
- "Fossils and the Flood": new findings that strengthen the old arguments for Genesis.

One publication that would be unsparing if Dr. Morris failed to do justice to the case for inerrancy is The Biblical Evangelist. So its review carries great weight:

"Morris ... is the man to whom Biblical Christianity probably owes more in answering the pseudo-science of evolution than to any other... The average reader will be amazed that the Bible and science are so interrelated."

- 516 pages • 41 tables and figures • 3 indexes: Scripture (over 1,000 citations), subject and proper name • EXTRA! "Global Processes Indicating Recent Creation"

How to get this important $24.95 book FREE

How the Club Works

Every 4 weeks (13 times a year) you get a free copy of the Club Bulletin which offers you the Featured Selection plus a good choice of Alternates — all of interest to conservatives. * If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing; it will come automatically. * If you don't want the Featured Selection, or you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishes on the handy card enclosed with your Bulletin and return it by the deadline date. * The majority of Club books will be offered at 20-50% discounts, plus a charge for shipping and handling. * As soon as you buy and pay for 3 books at regular Club prices, your membership may be ended at any time, either by you or by the Club. * If you ever receive a Featured Selection without having had 30 days to decide if you want it, you may return it at Club expense for full credit. * Good service. No computers! * The Club will offer regular Superbargains, mostly at 70-90% discounts plus shipping and handling. Superbargains do NOT count toward fulfilling your Club obligation but do enable you to buy fine books at giveaway prices. * Only one membership per household.

CONSERVATIVE BOOK CLUB
15 Oakland Avenue • Harrison, NY 10528

Please accept my membership in the Club and send FREE the $24.95 Biblical Basis for Modern Science by Henry M. Morris. I agree to buy 3 additional books at regular Club prices over the next 18 months. I also agree to the Club rules spelled out in this coupon.
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As a former pastor in the USA and currently a missionary to Germany, Rodney Kidd has been "on both sides of the fence." Drawing from personal experience, he explains how to strengthen your church's missionary thrust.

"My dear granddaughter, as I walk with you in days and years ahead, holding your searching little hand, picking up shells, I have a second chance to examine my values. What is really real? What is worth preserving? What will you need for the years ahead?" A grandmother shares a beautiful story of faith, principle, and patriotism.
Give Your Sunday School Lessons The All-Star Edge.

How can you add all-star sparkle to your Sunday School course? You need dynamic, memorable lessons that students can apply to their daily lives.

That's exactly what you'll have at your fingertips when you use Standard Lesson Commentary. You'll work less and feel more confident in the classroom. Commentary is so comprehensive and so well organized that you'll quickly become an “all-star” in your Sunday School.

- Clear, accurate, true-to-the-Bible lesson outlines keep lessons on track.
- Suggested applications relate Bible truths to daily life.
- Printed Scripture text lets you teach from one book—instead of several.
- Bible atlas materials pinpoint locations of key events.
- Daily devotional guides help you and your students grow throughout the week.
- Discussion starters get conversational wheels turning.
- Pronunciation guides eliminate Old Testament tongue twisters.
- Suggested alternative teaching methods, such as role playing and case studies, enhance lectures.

For the all-star advantage in your Sunday School class, get your copy of Standard Lesson Commentary today.

Extras to strengthen your classroom message:
- A Year of Teaching Visuals that visually reinforce lesson concepts, $27.80.
- 365 Devotions based on Commentary home readings: Pocket Size, $5.95; Large Print, $5.95

At your Christian bookstore or

STANDARD PUBLISHING

8121 Hamilton Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45231

To order, call toll-free:

1-800-543-1353
(In Ohio: 1-800-582-1385)
Moral morass...

Truman Dollar’s article criticizing the Robertson campaign exemplifies the type of thinking that has allowed our country to sink into the present moral morass.

Our country has a moral problem. That moral problem has been exacerbated by political and court decisions. As long as Christians sit on the sidelines wringing their hands and ignoring the political arena, children will continue to be aborted, homosexuality will be legislated to be an acceptable lifestyle, and the government will continue to exercise more and more control over our churches and Christian schools.

Dr. Falwell was the one who made us aware of the necessity to become involved. Pat Robertson is simply building on the foundation laid by Falwell. Of course, a great deal of money is necessary to run Pat’s presidential campaign. Does Dollar also contend contributions to the Moral Majority (Liberty Foundation) also siphon off resources that should be used to support churches?

Dollar is right in saying God is not a Republican. However, for a Christian to vote for a Democratic party whose platform includes the right to abortion and “gay rights” is certainly inconsistent with being the “salt of the earth.” There are good men and women who happen to be Democrats. However, they must publicly stand against abortion and “gay rights” if they expect to attract Christian votes.

If Dollar questions why Pat Robertson should be involved in politics, perhaps we should question why Dollar felt it necessary to become involved in politics through his column in the *Fundamentalist Journal*.

Ronald L. Isaacs
Attorney at Law
Carbondale, Illinois

“Dear Mr. Jesus”...

We appreciate your news brief (March) about our recording of “Dear Mr. Jesus.” However, “Dear Mr. Jesus” is available in stores, contrary to what was printed in the story. Distributed by Omega Music, the song is part of a 10-song album, on cassette and record, and also comes in video with written teaching materials for use in churches and other group settings.

Jan Batts, President
Gospel Workshop for Children, Inc.
Bedford, Texas

Rare exception...

“Rapha” (April) was a great article, but the first paragraph is dead wrong. In most cases, Christian counseling is best done by properly trained pastors or pastoral counselors, not in the secular psychiatric wards of hospitals. Christians will never get biblical counseling by most clinical psychologists or psychiatrists, even if they are Christians. Secular psychotherapy and biblical counseling are antithetic.

Robert McGee is a rare exception to the rule. The whole idea of mental illness is wrong. I am glad your article referred to the problems as “behavioral” problems. That is what they are—not mental illnesses.

Carlton L. Myers
Ashland, Virginia
"RSI Promised A Biblically Based Stewardship Program... And We Received One."

"The Bible has much to say about stewardship. We found that RSI's ability to build a stewardship program around biblical principles enabled our people to learn about and practice biblical stewardship.

"Our people responded very positively to RSI leadership. We were comfortable with their biblical foundation and excited about the spiritual motivation incorporated in their methods.

"I highly recommend RSI. I believe you will be very pleased with the approach they bring to your people."

Jim Baize
Pastor – Midway Baptist Church
San Diego, California

Resource Services, Inc.
America's Leading Church Fund Raising Company

Toll Free 1-800-527-6824
Dallas 214-404-7513, Calgary 403-236-1554, Toronto 416-492-3218
12770 Merit Drive, Suite 900, Dallas, Texas 75251
Faithful readers...

We are faithful readers of the Journal and want to thank you so much for a much-needed family magazine.

Dan and Carolyn Lookas
Knoxville, Tennessee

Letting off steam...

In reference to Truman Dollar’s “Thunder on the Right,” I believe he treated a very serious subject with few words. Perhaps he answered his basic statement, but he brought up several important thoughts with very little to substantiate them. For instance, “Ministers who leave the pulpit for the campaign trail have little understanding of the mission of the church.” How can you judge a man for making a move in his life? There are so many “preachers” trying to preach when they should be “plowing corn” as it were, that I would grow weary in trying to count them. Certainly preaching Christ is more important than politics, but I believe you are judging. Being in God’s will is the most important thing. “For do I now persuade men, or God? Or do I seek to please men? For if I yet please men, I should not be the servant of Christ” (Gal. 1:10).

Your article came at an unusual time, considering that too few Christians backed our President in vetoing a so-called civil rights bill (Grove City Bill). Where were the Christians standing up for the Word of God? Where were the Christian congressmen? For one thing, there are not many Christian congressmen in office because we have discouraged Christians from running for office by not encouraging them or by preaching against it. Too many Christians are not registered to vote. Shame on us! Both of these things are sinful. We are reaping what we have sowed.

You probably believe all or most of what I have written, but I did not find it in your article. Thank you for letting me let off a little steam.

E. Smith
California
The church was first. Nothing can take its place.

Behind our university is a great church, Highland Park Baptist. That’s why our pastor, Dr. J. Don Jennings, is also the president of our school.

Our campus isn’t across town, it’s across the street. When you come to Tennessee Temple University, you come to more than just books and classrooms, you come to a church family. A place to worship and a place to learn leadership with hands-on experience.

Visit our school and learn why God instituted the local church.

When you choose T.T.U., you choose more than a great school - you choose a great church.
God Bless America

That was the prayer of the Puritans and the Pilgrims, the Founding Fathers who came from afar seeking religious freedom, freedom of speech, freedom of the press, freedom from constant fear. That is our prayer today as we seek to maintain those freedoms.

In the past 212 years since the founding of the United States of America as a free nation, God has blessed America and used America to bless the world. Fifty-five percent of all the Christian missionaries in the world today are supported from America. A vast percentage of all the dollars spent today in feeding the hungry helping those in famine, responding to catastrophes and crises worldwide, comes from America. You cannot travel anywhere in the world where people are hungry, hurting, sick, and needy without seeing the stamp of American love visible somewhere.

In that respect America is a great nation. But America is not mentioned one time in Bible prophecy. We have no corner on God. We are not special to God except as God's priorities are special to us. Buildings, budgets, programs do not impress God. For what can we create grander than the universe?

Perhaps there will be an AIDS vaccine soon. Sixteen years were spent on researching a vaccine for hepatitis B—a relatively simple virus. The AIDS virus has several complex strains and if a vaccine is found in 50 years we are going to be fortunate.

All the discussion on safe sex seems frivolous. The only sex that meets God's approval is sex inside the legal marriage of a man and woman. All other sex is wrong, be it heterosexual or homosexual. But Christians are so afraid of being called judgmental that we endorse, even embrace, the immoral conduct God condemns. We must repent and place our faith in Christ, looking to His Holy Scriptures for the answer.

America is often called a nation under God, and correctly so. The foundation of our government is the Judeo-Christian ethic. That simply means that our government, our way of life, our statutes, were predicated on the teaching of the Old and New Testaments. In the last 35 years we have allowed the American Civil Liberties Union, atheists, Liberal politicians, Liberal educators, Secular Humanists, and so on, to dictate a new lifestyle for this country. For example, according to Secretary of Education William Bennett, the mention of God is not found in the textbooks of America's schoolchildren. Not even mentioned! How can we deny the historical religious heritage of America? How can we deny the first Thanksgiving? How can we deny the men and women of God 2000 perhaps half the world's population will be dead or dying from AIDS. Don't say that cannot happen. In Africa a large percentage of the population is already infected with AIDS, and some predict that entire nations will disappear in this generation.

When God was talking through the prophet to the people of Israel regarding their attempt to create an alliance with Egypt to save them against Sennacherib he gave advice relevant to America today. He said, “In returning and rest shall ye be saved” (Isa. 30:15). Let's exchange the word returning for the word repentance and the word rest with the word faith. In repentance because of your sins and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ shall you as a nation be saved.

We are killing 1.5 million unborn babies every year in this country. A drug problem rages out of control. Unfortunately, alcohol is the leading, most damaging drug in this country. The promiscuous attitude toward sex permeates our society, reaching inside churches to families in the pews and pastors in the pulpit. The threat of AIDS prompts discussion of taking precautions for safe sex. Surgeon General Everett Koop says the AIDS epidemic on its present course, without a vaccine, by the year 2000, that's less than 12 years from now, will have claimed one hundred million lives. Then by simple mathematics the explosion will be exponential. God may allow the AIDS epidemic to so decimate the human race that by the year 2000 perhaps half the world’s population will be dead or dying from AIDS. Don't say that cannot happen. In Africa a large percentage of the population is already infected with AIDS, and some predict that entire nations will disappear in this generation.

Perhaps there will be an AIDS vaccine soon. Sixteen years were spent on researching a vaccine for hepatitis B—a relatively simple virus. The AIDS virus has several complex strains and if a vaccine is found in 50 years we are going to be fortunate.

All the discussion on safe sex seems frivolous. The only sex that meets God's approval is sex inside the legal marriage of a man and woman. All other sex is wrong, be it heterosexual or homosexual. But Christians are so afraid of being called judgmental that we endorse, even embrace, the immoral conduct God condemns. We must repent and place our faith in Christ, looking to His Holy Scriptures for the answer.

America is often called a nation under God, and correctly so. The foundation of our government is the Judeo-Christian ethic. That simply means that our government, our way of life, our statutes, were predicated on the teaching of the Old and New Testaments. In the last 35 years we have allowed the American Civil Liberties Union, atheists, Liberal politicians, Liberal educators, Secular Humanists, and so on, to dictate a new lifestyle for this country.

For example, according to Secretary of Education William Bennett, the mention of God is not found in the textbooks of America's schoolchildren. Not even mentioned! How can we deny the historical religious heritage of America? How can we deny the first Thanksgiving? How can we deny the men and women of God
HE IS AVAILABLE

Old Time Gospel Hour Counseling Ministry can provide Christ-centered, over-the-phone counseling to anyone who is seeking help.

Thousands of individuals have found that life is worth living after they have turned to the Old Time Gospel Hour Counseling Ministry for help.

In addition, we can, through our nationwide network of Christ-centered in-hospital or intensive outpatient counseling care, provide assistance to individuals requiring treatment for more severe disorders.

Many insurance programs will pay all or most of the in-hospital and outpatient treatment costs.

Don’t put off the opportunity to receive help. Call today!

Our desire is to help provide you with the skills to gain control over your life’s problems.

CALL 1-(800)-LIFEAID
OLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR COUNSELING MINISTRY, LYNCHBURG, VA 24514
who came here to establish a nation under God? God says "in quietness and confidence shall be your strength." Quietness means submission. Confidence means a firm belief in God's Word. In submission to God's lordship and in faith in the Word of God we can find our national strength.

I read in the paper recently that some British people are upset because Margaret Thatcher reads writings from Scripture. They cannot imagine that the prime minister of Great Britain could give any credence to the Bible. Have they forgotten that Great Britain was the homeland of the Wesleys, Charles Haddon Spurgeon, and George Whitefield? Look at the list of great preachers and writers who brought the faith of Christ to America. They were English.

And Great Britain today, a shadow of her historical self, is led by a woman who has by her bedside some writings from Scripture. No wonder she is such a great leader. No wonder she has had such an impact on Great Britain. No wonder the people love her. God give us more Margaret Thatchers who will look into the Word of God for guidance and wisdom.

All 535 members of the U.S. Congress and other national leaders would do well to read the Bible and get to know what God has to say about the future of any nation that does not seek His face. Our first presidents and political leaders did just that, and proudly wrote about it. Today's media is incensed by leaders who pray and read their Bibles.

"But if ye turn away, and forsake my statutes and my commandments, which I have set before you, and shall go and serve other gods, and worship them; then will I pluck you up by the roots out of my land which I have given them" (2 Chron. 7:19-20). Christians have the responsibility to be praying for our leaders, on behalf of our nation, on behalf of our children and children's children. Our hope is not with the Liberals, the leftists, the Marxists, the Secular Humanists, or the astrologers. Our hope is in the living Word of God, the Bible, and in our resolve to stand against the enemies of God and His purposes.

Without that resolve, we might decide that peace at any price is best. But peace without freedom is not peace at all. It's hell. Ask anybody in Russia today, or in China, or in Romania, where they threaten to bulldoze the churches if the preachers say anything that offends the government. Ask the people living behind the bamboo and iron curtains if peace at any price is peace at all.

One Soviet dictator said, "All is moral that promotes the cause of Communism." I hate Communism like I hate rattlesnakes. I spoke to a group of Romanians recently and told them that I do not trust Gorbachev just because he is young and his wife is pretty. They broke into applause. I can only guess that they did so because they pay an awful price, living a life of constant and consuming fear, void of the freedom we casually enjoy.

Why do we want freedom? Why do we want liberty? So that in this environment of freedom, Bible-preaching churches might carry out the one thing that's nearest and dearest to God's heart—world evangelization, preaching the gospel to every creature in our generation. Communism is evil, but every Communist and all whom they oppress need to hear the Word of God. I'm so glad for the news that as of March 1988 a Bible in the Russian language, and two books about the Bible in the Russian language, may be mailed to the 275 million Soviet citizens. This is a great breakthrough. Christians must seize the opportunity and move through that open window. It could bring revival to the Soviet Union. Right now in Eastern Europe and in China doors are getting a little more open. Jack Wyrtzen has been invited to establish a Word of Life camp in Hungary. He is praying that he would be allowed to start one in Poland. These things may be temporary, but they are open now.

Even Gorbachev in discussing the new Soviet policy of "perestroika" and its ensuing changes was quoted in Newsweek as saying, "Jesus Christ alone knew answers to all questions and knew how to feed 20,000 Jews with five loaves of bread. We don't possess that skill, we have no ready prescription to solve all our problems quickly." While I feel that these words were well chosen and intended to make an impression on Christians in America, I am reminded that I have an obligation to pray for God's leading on this man, that through him doors might be opened a little farther.

The time has come for Christians to awaken to the fact that if we are going to evangelize the world before Jesus comes, we must pay the price—prayer, dependence on God, national repentance. America must remain militarily, spiritually, and economically strong. We must not step backwards. Christians fell asleep earlier in this century and got out of the mainstream. We should be registered to vote and be supporting the candidate who believes and openly supports family values, the sanctity of unborn life, and a commitment to freedom.

Remembering that we are important to God only as we are committed to world evangelization, we need revival in America, spiritual awakening, and from it a healing will come to broken families and hurting hearts. We as believers need to be praying that God will get hold of the hearts of those who lead us, and give them the courage to stand, and having done all, to stand. We've got to be oblivious to what the media thinks about us. It thinks we are right-wing extremists anyway. So what?

God's children across this country must stand up for what is right and stand against what is wrong every time, every place, everywhere. God bless America. Our prayer will be answered only as Christians follow His commands.
Call the Source...
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Over the past week I've read or heard about "Fundamentalist Christians" at least a dozen times. Some people use the term Christian Fundamentalists as if it's a dirty word. Raised eyebrows and a knowing look say that the "crazy, weird, far-out, lunatic-fringe, terrorist-leaning Christian Fundamentalists" are at it again.

I've had it! It's time to expose the closet fundamentalists in our society. The country's full of them. Fundamentalists are everywhere. Christianity has no corner on Fundamentalism.

Fundamentalist Mathematicians. My first encounter with fundamentalists came early in my academic career. As a grade-school student I was victimized by fundamentalist mathematicians! These fanatics imposed their narrow views on me. They would not tolerate my inclinations to liberal thinking. They were so narrow-minded that they would accept no answer to the mathematical catechism of 2 + 2 other than 4. When I leaned left into 2 + 2 = 3 or 5, they rigidly snapped me back to the party line with red marks and notes to my parents. (Should be able to add 2 + 2 = 5 without parental knowledge. Right? After all, kids can get contraceptives and abortions without parental interference.)

And these people are militant! Consider trying to get textbooks approved that allow freedom of thought, say that 2 + 2 = 4.1. These wild-eyed numerical zealots would march in the streets, bring court suits, and burn the offensive texts. They would be into censorship! Censorship!

Fundamentalist Food and Drug Administration Weirdos. Another group pushing its narrow views on the American public is the USFDA. These guys are raving maniacs! They swoop down on unsuspecting stores and deny equal access to anything not completely pure. There are all kinds of nifty remedies for everything from the common cold to cancer that people in other countries enjoy daily. But do we have the freedom to buy them in the store?

No. The fundamentalist USFDA has the industry walking lockstep to the beat of purity and safety. Believe me, American consumer, there's no freedom from these extremists who have insidiously taken over and now bully their way around the marketplace.

Fundamentalist American Consumers. That's right folks. There are nearly 300 million fundys spending their money in the land of the free. These people are adamant fundamentalists who press their narrow views on anyone marketing his wares. I'm not talking about a small movement or a terrorist tactic limited to one segment of the market. No. There are fundamentalist consumer fanatics lurking in every market segment, just waiting to force their narrow views on anyone who violates their own personal opinion of what's right. One buys a toy that doesn't work. Back it goes. And the extremist expects a refund or replacement. Can't these people tolerate any deviation from the norm?

Fundamentalist Maniacs in Sports. I enjoy a good football game, but the fundamentalist sports freaks are just about ruining it for me. These guys are easy to spot. They always wear black-and-white stripes and run around looking for every infraction. They are a bunch of nit-picking fundamentalists who expect everyone to take the rules literally! Give me a break. I subscribe to the Q theory of the football rule book. You can't tell me that the redactionist editors inserted. So why get so upset about every little jot and tittle? I have seen these guys throw their little flags, blow their whistles, and stop the whole game to impose their extremist interpretations. Get this. Even when they're wrong they won't discuss it with you. No. They'll call another penalty just because you get upset over their blind-eyed mistake. Now we're talking bona fide extremist fundys.

So, next time you see yourself described as a Fundamentalist Christian, you won't feel so alone. The country's full of fundamentalists. Webster defines a fundamental as 'one of the minimum constituents without which a thing or a system would not be what it is.' Maybe fundamentals are a good thing. And maybe people who protect the fundamentals are important, too. So, I guess it's a good thing that all of us fundamentalists are around!

I don't think I'm the kind of fundamentalist that the news reports describe. I really don't like being labeled a fundamentalist. But I certainly do fit Webster's description of Fundamentalism: 'A movement in twentieth-century Protestantism emphasizing as fundamental the literal inerrancy of the Scriptures, the Second Coming of Jesus Christ, the Virgin Birth, physical Resurrection, and substitutionary Atonement.' I'd be sort of embarrassed to try to argue that I wasn't that kind of a Christian. If being a Free-Thinker, Moderate, Liberal, or Left-Winger means that I have to give up on any of the fundamentals listed in Webster's definition, I guess you can just call me a Fundamentalist. I know. I'll just be a Fundamentalist Christian who is liberal in love and graciousness! Yeah. That sounds better.

Doug Self is director of Pastoral Ministry Resources in Carbondale, Colorado.
What does it take to keep a family together?

Wisdom, that's what. Something deeper than the well-intentioned advice of a neighbor. Something more reliable than the contradictory opinions of "experts" in the media and newstand magazines. The stakes are too high to risk home and family on passing fads and trendy counsel. What we need is the unfailing, timeless wisdom of the Bible--God's Word. Wisdom to equip us for the challenges of daily living as well as the inevitable storms. Few are better equipped to mine that biblical counsel and bring it home to you than Chuck Swindoll.

At your local Christian bookstore.
Should We Legislate Morality?

by Norman L. Geisler

“Stop imposing your morality on others,” we are told by abortionists as they kill 1.5 million defenseless babies every year. “You cannot legislate morality,” cry homosexuals as they insist on passing “gay rights” laws. “Do not impose your values on other people,” we are exhorted by child pornographers, as they expose children to gutter ethics.

Old myths die hard, but it is time to put the “morals can’t be legislated” one to rest. Of course, laws cannot force people to be good. But they can encourage good behavior and punish evil actions (Rom. 13:3). In this sense morality not only can be but should be put into law. In fact, the very people who decry legislating morals, support moral laws against discrimination and for civil rights. Ironically, these same people usually oppose laws protecting the right to save the lives of innocent babies or the right to take the lives of guilty murderers.

Of course we ought to legislate morality. What else is there to legislate? We cannot legislate amorality (a valueless society is impossible) and we should not legislate immorality. All good laws are moral. For good laws are just ones, and justice is a moral issue. Even those who say they oppose legislating morals, favor laws against stealing, child abuse, rape, and murder. Yet all of these are legal prescriptions of moral behavior. Why then the big hue and cry against “legislating morality”?

Whose morals should we legislate? The question is not whether we should legislate morals, but whose morals should we legislate? A society cannot operate without a moral standard. Imperfect people need government, and governments must make laws. But whose moral standards should we use for these laws? In recent years the answer has too often been: Secular Humanist values. Since most Americans still hold to a Judeo-Christian ethic, a bitter conflict has resulted. Secular Humanists believe in homosexuality, abortion, infanticide, suicide, and euthanasia. The Judeo-Christian ethic opposes these. Whose ethic then should we legislate?

Back to the Bible? In the wake of the secularization of our society we have increasing moral decadence. As a result, voices calling for a return to a Bible-based society grow louder. After all, weren’t our Pilgrim forefathers believers, and didn’t the Supreme Court call us a “Christian” country (1892)? Why then don’t we return to our biblical roots and reestablish a Christian society?

We must be careful here not to answer too hastily. America may have been dominantly a Christian people, but
it was never a Christian government. Our national birth certificate, the Declaration of Independence, was written by a Deist, not a Christian. Thomas Jefferson rejected all miracles, including Christ’s Resurrection, literally cutting them out of the Bible. Furthermore, the First Amendment forbids the federal government (“Congress”) from “establishing” or favoring one religion over another. The cry to return to our Christian roots is seriously misguided if it means that government should favor Christian teachings. Many of the loudest voices for a “Christian America” are Reconstructionists who aim to set up their own post-millennial kingdom without Christ. This is in direct contradiction to the teaching of Scripture that Christ will return before, not after, the Millennium to set up His kingdom (Rev. 20:1-8).

**Is the Old Testament Law binding today?** As Christians, the Bible is the absolute authority for all we believe (2 Tim. 3:16-17). But what does the Bible teach about the God-ordained basis for civil law? Does God demand, as biblicomists claim, that governments adopt the Bible as the standard for their civil laws? If not, how can we avoid the rampant immorality in America today?

The Reconstructionists’ answer to our decadent society is a chilling legalism that would reestablish Old Testament laws demanding the stoning of fornicators, kidnappers, blasphemers, and even disobedient children. There are serious problems with this response.

First, to establish such a Bible-based civil government would be a violation of the First Amendment. Even mandating the Ten Commandments would favor certain religions. The first few commandments demand belief in one God and worship on Saturday. This would discriminate against nearly all major religions except Judaism and Seventh Day Adventism.

Furthermore, the reinstatement of the Old Testament legal system is contrary to New Testament teaching. Paul says clearly that Christians “are not under the law, but under grace” (Rom. 6:14). Also, “Gentiles... have not the law” (Rom. 2:14). In fact, what was “written and engraven in stones” (the Ten Commandments) “was to be done away” when Christ came (2 Cor. 3:7). He did this “having abolished in his flesh... the law of commandments contained in ordinances” (Eph. 2:15).

Nowhere in the Bible are Gentiles ever condemned for not keeping the law of Moses. God always measured them by the truths of the general revelation (see Isaiah 1, Nah. 2). They “do by nature the things contained in the law” (Rom. 2:14), and God holds them accountable to that standard (Rom. 2:12).

**God’s standard for civil law.** God ordained Divine Law for the church, but He gave Natural Law for civil government. Of course, the basic moral principles embodied in the Second Table of the Mosaic Law are also expressed in the Natural Law. But civil governments are not under the Mosaic Law, any more than a citizen who violates a traffic law in Illinois has broken a similar law in the State of Texas. Likewise, those bound by the Natural Law are not thereby under similar laws given by Moses.

Knowing that the same unchangeably moral God has expressed Himself in both Divine Law and Natural Law, we should expect them to embody the same basic moral principles. In point of fact, C.S. Lewis has shown in the *Abolition of Man* that all the great cultures have expressed the same basic moral beliefs. Of course, no people practiced them perfectly; neither do Christians.

To claim that civil government is obligated to legislate the moral laws of Scripture, particularly the civil laws of the Old Testament, is seriously misleading. The Bible may be informative, but it is not normative for civil law. God no more holds today’s governments accountable to His Divine Law to Israel than present residents of Massachusetts are bound by the Puritan laws at Plymouth.

**Our Founding Fathers.** Our Nation’s founders were careful not to establish a theonomy (or biblicomism) where the Bible was the basis for civil law. Rather, the Declaration of Independence speaks of “certain unalienable rights” such as the right to life that is rooted in the “Laws of Nature” which derive from “Nature’s God.” But there was no reference to a Bible-based government. America was based on the concept of God-given rights grounded in God-given moral rules called “Nature’s Laws.” To be sure, the Bible had a significant influence on our culture, but it was never designated as the basis for our legislature.

**Avoiding two extremes.** There are two extremes to avoid: antinomianism (no law) on the one hand and theonomy (Divine Law) on the other hand, Relativism and Reconstructionism. The former is a secular extreme and the latter is a religious extreme. Contemporary antinomianism is manifested in a Secular Humanist perspective that eschews all God-given moral absolutes. The first Humanist Manifesto (1933) rejected “any supernatural or cosmic guarantees of human value;” Humanist Manifesto II (1973) went on to approve of homosexuality, suicide, abortion, and euthanasia.

However, the Humanist ethical agenda is contrary to the natural law written on their hearts. For none of these Humanists would even exist if their parents
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Clebe McClary
For Love of God and Country

by Angela Elwell Hunt

On March 3, 1968, Clebe McClary was an officer in the U.S. Marine Corps serving in Vietnam. He and his men were on their 19th reconnaissance patrol when they were suddenly attacked. Clebe was seriously wounded. Before his tour of duty in Vietnam was over he had been wounded seven times and suffered the loss of one eye and his left arm. Thirty three operations were necessary to restore the use of the remainder of his body.

For his bravery under fire and his demonstrated concern for his men, Lieutenant Clebe McClary was presented the Bronze and Silver Stars by the President of the United States. He has also been awarded three Purple Hearts.

His testimony paints a clear picture of what it means to love God and country. Who is Clebe McClary and what drives him to share his two burning devotions?

Clebe is the epitome of a Southern gentleman. He speaks with the customary courtesy of the Carolinas, answering “Yes, m’am” and “Yes, sir.” Reared on a 10,000-acre plantation in South Carolina, he recalls spending his childhood in fields of cotton, tobacco, oats, and hay. When he wasn’t in the fields, he tended the plantation’s 28 dogs and 13 horses. Clebe believes hard work is good training for a young boy.

But work did not consume all his time. Like other farm boys Clebe spent hours hunting and fishing with his father. Reflecting on his father’s influence, he counts the principles of “discipline, leadership, morals, and standards” as those most cherished.

Clebe was a good student at Winyah High School, state champion in the one-mile run, and an “All State” athlete in football and track.

“I don’t think you can love this country as much until you have served it.”

After graduating from Clemson University, Clebe worked at several jobs. While coaching football and track at a South Carolina high school, he was offered a fellowship at the University of South Carolina.

Clebe made an unusual choice and decided that he had not done enough for his country. He enlisted in the U.S.
Marine Corps and was soon pulled from the rank-and-file and sent to officers' training. Despite his injuries he still recommends the military for every young man. "I wish it was automatic. Men ought to go into the service. I think we made a big mistake dropping the draft. I don't think you can love this country as much until you have served it. As a Christian, I find it a tremendous mission field. Today's young people are smarter and stronger than ever before, but they are hungry for discipline. Parents don't do it like they used to. I think the reason people quit jobs, marriages, and school is a lack of discipline."

After he was injured Clebe spent months going in and out of hospitals. While on leave, he and his wife, Deanna, accepted the Lord after hearing Bobby Richardson of the New York Yankees and Vonda Kaye Van Dyke, a former Miss America, give their testimonies. While he was in the hospital for another operation, Clebe began sharing Christ with others. "I didn't plan it. I just think God opened doors. I started sharing at schools, hospitals, veterans groups. I did not decide to go to school and study to be a preacher. I am a layperson, not an ordained minister."

Being a layperson has its advantages. "I get to a lot of places that preachers and ordained folks don't get invited to. I really think that you've got to be called to preach, and I don't think I've been called to pastor."

Clebe McClary with Dr. Jerry Falwell at Thomas Road Baptist Church.

"Clebe McClary is my friend. I want you to read his story because you will be moved to tears and to a greater dedication to God. Clebe personifies the message I preach."

Jerry Falwell

In LIVING PROOF, Lieutenant Clebe McClary recounts his courageous story of rebuilding his devastated life. During his tour of duty in Vietnam he suffered the loss of one eye, his left arm, and subsequently underwent 33 operations to retain the usage of the remainder of his body. Today Lt. McClary travels the world over attesting to his personal faith in Jesus Christ. (190-page book/Seventh printing, July 1987)

"This is the story of what happened to the dreams and aspirations of a promising young athlete when his country called him to serve. Clebe's tremendous courage is an inspiration to all who have read or heard his story."

Tom Landry
Dallas Cowboys

To receive your personal copy of LIVING PROOF, send $5.00 plus $1.00 postage and handling to:

Clebe McClary
P. O. Box 535
Pawleys Island, SC 29585-0535
Wanted: A Man—A Man Who Will Stand

Excerpts from Senator Frank Carlson's June 19, 1968, address to the Senate Breakfast Group.

The subject of the text I am using is "Wanted a man—a man who will stand." We have had men in both ancient and modern history who have had the courage to take a stand and stand firm.... In Ezekiel 22:30, the prophet says: 'And I sought a man among them, that should make up the hedge, and stand in the gap before me for the land, that I should not destroy it.'

God is searching for men who are unique, thoroughly saved, and filled to running over with His Spirit. God and the world need men who will stand in the gap. Modern Americans have accepted and are tolerating conditions never before permitted by any generation of our ancestors.

Never have so many hated on such flimsy cause. Never have so many denounced so many with such little knowledge. Never has wild pleasure or physical abandonment been considered fitting human behavior as it is today.

Never have public officials been so brazen and open in seeking the vote of the people through promises of things that are morally and spiritually wrong. Never have ministers of the gospel turned their pulpits and their pastoral duties toward direction of the social order to the near exclusion of the salvational order as abounds in our time.

In that same 22nd chapter of Ezekiel, the prophet speaks of Israel's religious leaders in these words: "Her priests have violated my law, and have profaned mine holy things: they have put no difference between the holy and the profane, neither have they shewed difference between the unclean and the clean, and have hid their eyes from my sabbaths, and I am profaned among them.'

Israel's religious leaders of that earlier time would be appalled to observe what is transpiring in the churches of God today. Even the daily press—notoriously indifferent to religious news—reports a few lines on the inner and back pages that tell us clearly how growing numbers of Americans treat holy things with irreverence and sacred things with contempt.

Leaders from both the laity and the priesthood are often found in the forefront of this irreligious pursuit of comfort rather than conviction—of accommodation rather than truth—of the pleasant life rather than the meaningful life.

If God is to have men who will stand in the gap and hold back the flood of destructive emotional and spiritual forces, we must first understand the nature of the problem and why things are the way they are.

There are three major forces that have brought about the chaos, frustration, and anti-Christian era in which we live. They touch both the philosophical and religious bases, were first voiced by few in number whose intensity deceived millions, and have been permitted to flourish by both the unwary and the fearful.

First, we live in this age of uncertainty because we have either accepted or endured a doctrine of universal conformity.

The forces that reduce the power of an influence of God and Christ in the lives of our people are seeking to become levelers of men. It is their conviction that only through lowering mankind to a dependency upon the ideas, ideals, and material judgments of superior people can we live together in harmony and peace.

Evidence is rampant that this kind of meddling and interference with God's natural law brings fearful conflict, death, destruction, riots, crime, and disregard of decency and principle among our people.

Today there is widespread devotion to the idea that nothing, absolutely nothing, can be allowed to remain the same. All things must change, and there is practically no consideration given as to whether the change is good or bad—right
or wrong—easy or difficult—necessary or unnecessary.

The doctrine of change stands on just the precise idea that change is inevitable. That is absolutely true. Change of various kinds and sorts take place every day everywhere. But irresponsible, erratic, violent change only for the sake of making things different is as illogical and as unreasonable as it is unspiritual.

No intelligent person argues against the necessity of using question marks after many of our inherited ideas and practices of the past. But when the question mark is turned into a totem pole or a marble altar on which the people are supposed to lay their sacrificial offerings, such people have escaped the general limits of common sense and sound judgment and have launched off into material idolatry and a rushing toward a degree of spiritual insanity.

If human reason has so totally lost its respectability and no one is allowed to go from a major and minor premise to some sort of orderly conclusion, then the welfare of our people is entrusted to the care of strange and weird people.

Great changes had to take place during these recent years, and even greater changes will have to take place in the future. But no safe and proper change seen in recent times and certainly none of the irrational changes that outnumber the same ones can justify the wholesale abandonment of the safe and sure principles of God and this country which have brought us safely this far. In the face of great changes we Christians have to remember that we have a firm point of view and that we operate from certain unchanging foundations.

We believe in a God who does not change—in human nature which does not change except for its accommodation with and acceptance of God—in standards of right and wrong that do not change—in death and judgment which are inescapable—and we believe in a truth that is absolute, not relative, and which is forever settled in heaven and can never pass away.

The Christian today, even in the midst of the erratic and erotic commitments of irreligious leaders, does not follow the failing steps of the priests of Israel. Christians make a clear distinction between the holy and the common. They teach the difference between the clean and the unclean. They observe and keep the Sabbath and they do not profane either the name, the Spirit, nor the power of God.

The third cause of our uncertainties in this time is the doctrine of universal criticism. Today man is taught not to accept anything until he has first put it under strong and critical examination. Trust nobody—believe nobody—have faith in nothing—and accept no truth until it has been proved to you with mathematical exactness and material demonstration. That is the agony of the hour when the doctrine of criticism has taken over our people.

You cannot pick up a paper, a magazine, or a book that is not in and of itself critical of something or somebody, even including among its victims Almighty God Himself. In truth, the criticisms of God rank well above almost all other criticisms of the hour. More people—in more ways and on more occasions—cast doubt, hurl darts, and throw charges against God such as this country has never seen in all of its history.

Modern Americans have accepted and are tolerating conditions never before permitted by any generation of our ancestors.

To accept the doctrine of universal criticism leaves us with almost nothing that is sacred, almost nothing that is absolute, and nothing that is eternal. So real has our acceptance of the doctrine of criticism become that even the word “indoctrination” has been turned into an evil word that must be shunned like “discipline,” “disciple,” or “patriotism.”

These three doctrines—universal conformity, universal change, and universal criticism—have left our nation without moorings or anchors. We are being tossed about in the sea of doubt and uncertainty that is about to sink the ship of God before our very eyes.

The world today is looking for:

Men who are not for sale;
Men who are honest, sound from center to circumference, true to the heart’s core;
Men with consciences as steady as the needle to the pole;
Men who will stand for the right if the heavens totter and the earth reels;
Men who can tell the truth and look the world right in the eye;
Men who neither brag nor run;
Men who neither flag nor flinch;
Men who can have courage without shouting it:
Men in whom the courage of everlasting life runs still, deep, and strong;
Men who know their message and tell it;
Men who know their place and fill it;
Men who know their business and attend to it;
Men who will not lie, shirk, or dodge;
Men who are not too lazy to work, nor too proud to be poor;
Men who are willing to eat what they have earned and wear what they have paid for;
Men who are not ashamed to say “No” with emphasis and who are not ashamed to say “I can’t afford it.”

God is looking for men. He wants those who can unite together around a common faith, who can join hands in a common task, and who have come to the kingdom for such a time as this. God gives us men.

Senator Frank Carlson

“He Brought Principle to Politics”

by Rick Johnson

Senator Frank Carlson listened carefully as Dwight Eisenhower admitted to him early in his presidency, “This is the loneliest house I have ever been in.”

“Mr. President,” Carlson responded, “I think this may be the right time for you to come and meet with our prayer group.”

And so began the annual National Prayer Breakfast at which many of the nation’s leaders gather for spiritual support and to seek God’s presence and help in their lives.

Carlson, the man credited with starting the annual event, died on May 30, 1987, in his native state of Kansas at the age of 94. Less than two months before his death he reminisced about his 40 years of public service.

“The Prayer Breakfasts were all memorable. We usually had about 2,000 people attend. I had a nice letter from the man who is in charge of it now, and he said that this year I received a standing ovation for starting it. They don’t seem to forget me back there, and I’m happy about it.”

Carlson’s church responsibilities began early in his life. He accepted Christ as Saviour when he was young, and his Christian activities were always important to him. At only 16 he became superintendent of his Sunday school.

“I grew up attending a country church,” Carlson remembered. “Every Sunday we’d get some minister from Concordia to come out and take charge.”

Carlson’s parents, Swedish immigrants, had homesteaded a farm near Concordia, a town in north central Kansas. Carlson planned to spend his life farming, but in 1928 a group of businessmen asked if he would file as a candidate for the Kansas House of Representatives.

He hesitated, believing he did not have the time to be away from his farm. The businessmen promised that they would help him campaign. They even assured him that his chances of winning were not very good. So, Carlson’s name went on the ballot, and surprising even his backers, he won the office.

After 4 years in the Kansas Legislature, Carlson went on to serve 12 years in the U.S. House of Representatives, 4 years as governor of Kansas, and 18 years in the U.S. Senate. He never lost an election.

“We believe in a truth that is absolute, not relative, and which is forever settled in heaven and can never pass away.”

His role as a Christian leader continued during his political life. While governor he was named chairman of the International Council for Christian Leadership. He later served as international president of this organization, and with Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands he chaired the International Conference at The Hague, Holland, in 1951 and 1953.

In Washington Carlson established and taught a Sunday school class known as the Carlson Bible Class. While in Congress he attended the Calvary Baptist Church, the First Baptist Church, and the East Washington Heights Baptist Church.

The National Prayer Breakfast grew out of a small group of congressmen who met once a week to pray and to provide spiritual support to one another. Carlson was a frequent leader of these meetings, which started in 1943. The annual Prayer Breakfasts were begun in 1953 and continue today.

Usually what was said at the small Wednesday morning Senate breakfast group was not for publication, but a talk given by Carlson on June 19, 1968, so impressed listeners that special permission was granted for the printing of his message. Excerpts from his speech filled two pages of the July 1, 1968, edition of U.S. News & World Report.

“Great changes had to take place during these recent years, and even greater changes will have to take place in the future,” Carlson said in his message. “We Christians have to remember that we have a firm point of view and that we operate from certain unchanging foundations.

“We believe in a God who does not change—in standards of right and wrong that do not change—in death and judgment which are inescapable. And we believe in a truth that is absolute, not relative, and which is forever settled in heaven and can never pass away.”

Carlson retired from public service a few months after this talk. He had earned the respect of the nation’s political leaders.

“I cherish the friendship of this fine and good man,” the late Vice President Hubert Humphrey said at a luncheon on Carlson’s 75th birthday. “He has brought real principle to politics. He is a man of genuinely good character, of deep religious conviction.”

The retirement years passed more quietly for Carlson than those during his busy political life. In May of 1986 his wife, Alice, died. During the final year of his life he continued to visit his farm near Concordia and to follow current events.

When asked shortly before his death if he was optimistic or pessimistic about the country’s future he quickly replied, “I’m optimistic. I haven’t given up hope. There are a lot of good people in this world.”

Rick Johnson is a free-lance writer in Concordia, Kansas.
The B-I-B-L-E. Yes that’s the Book for me. I stand alone on the Word of God. The B-I-B-L-E.

Scripture Press Sunday School Curriculum has a better look than ever before. And it’s easier to teach. Of course, one important part of our curriculum has not changed: our commitment to the B-I-B-L-E.
We will know everyone there. We will know those whom we never knew down here, from every age. What a wonderful place heaven is going to be.

The Bible describes heaven as a literal city with literal buildings and streets and people. It will be the largest city ever known to mankind. According to Revelation 21 this city is 1,500 miles wide, 1,500 miles long, and 1,500 miles high. To give you a little perspective, this city, if placed in America, would reach from New York to Denver and from Canada to Florida.

The city rests upon 12 layers of foundation stones, with each layer being inlaid with a precious and different gem. Each foundation layer carries the name of one of the 12 apostles in the New Testament. The city is surrounded by a jasper wall reaching a height of 144 cubits, or 216 feet. It’s 6,000 miles around the city. What a wall!

There are 12 gates to this city, three gates on each side. On each gate is the name of one of the tribes of Israel. Each gate is composed of beautiful, solid, white pearl.

This wonderful heavenly city has a main street. The central boulevard of the New Jerusalem is composed of pure transparent gold. Imagine that. We cherish gold. We wear it on our fingers. But in that city the main street will be made of gold. We will walk on it. It will be the least precious item in all of God’s wonderful city.

This shining city, nestled in the stars, boasts a Tree of Life and a River of Life. “In the midst of the street of it, and on either side of the river, was there the tree of life, which bare twelve manner of fruits, and yielded her fruits every month: and the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the nations’ (Rev. 22:2). ‘And he shewed me a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, proceeding out of the throne of God’ (Rev. 22:1).

Does a Christian go directly to heaven at death? Second Corinthians 5:8 says yes. “To be absent from the body, and to be present with the Lord.” Just that quickly. There is no such thing as soul sleep in the Scriptures. The moment you step out of this body in what the world calls death, you step into the presence of the Lord that instant.

Now, in that great resurrection morning, at the Rapture of the church, bodies will be regathered from the sea and the graves and everywhere they might be. They will be brought together with soul and spirit, reunited in the presence of God and all the saints forever. But yes, believers go into the presence of the Lord immediately at death.

Will we have bodies in heaven? “Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and it doth not yet appear what we shall be: but we know that, when he shall appear, we shall be like him; for we shall see him as he is” (1 John 3:2). Christ had a body in His Resurrection. We will have bodies in the resurrection. There is no question about it.

Will we know each other in heaven? “But then shall I know even as also I am known” (1 Cor. 13:12). Yes, we’ll know each other in heaven. Does God know us all by name? Yes, even the hairs on our heads are numbered. A sparrow does not fall to the earth without...
His knowledge. He knows us. We will not only have recognition in heaven, but since we will know there as God knows, we will have cognition. We will know everyone there. We will know those whom we never knew down here, from every age. What a wonderful place heaven is going to be.

**Will we have the same family relationships in heaven?** This is ambiguous. The Scripture says that in heaven there will not be marrying and giving in marriage. When you consider today’s divorce rates, and the many people who are saved after second, third, fourth, and fifth marriages have transpired, you can understand that heaven is going to be something far better than that. Just what it is going to be like we don’t know. But heaven will be one mammoth family with the heavenly Father; our God, ruling over us through His Son, Jesus Christ. It will be the sweetest family relationship we have ever known.

**Do we eat, work, play, and sleep in heaven?** Well, there’s no question about eating. There’s fruit there. We will work and play. No one will ever be bored in heaven. God has given us all things richly to enjoy. Do we sleep in heaven? No, because there is no night there, and our bodies will be incapable of being weary or sick or of debilitation. Heaven will be a wonderful place where real people eternally enjoy their inheritance.

**What will we do in heaven?** First Corinthians 13:9-10 tells us that we are going to be learning in that wonderful city. “For we know in part, and we prophesy in part. But when that which is perfect is come, then that which is in part shall be done away.” We will be learning in heaven, throughout all eternity.

Heaven will be a place of singing. I’m not much of a singer, but I know good music when I hear it. I want to be able to sing in heaven. “And they sung a new song, saying, Thou art worthy to take the book, and to open the seals thereof: for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation” (Rev. 5:9).

Heaven will also be a place of service. I wouldn’t be interested in sitting down for all eternity. “And there shall be no more curse: but the throne of God and of the Lamb shall be in it; and his servants shall serve him” (Rev. 22:3). We will be serving the Lord for eternity. There will never be a time when we are not serving Him.

Heaven will be a place of fellowship. I love to be with saints everywhere. I love to fellowship in the things of the Lord. Through the years I have enjoyed meeting a lot of special people. I always look forward to getting acquainted with this one or that one. For all of eternity we shall be meeting God’s people and getting to know them.

**Will you be in heaven?** The most important question you should ask yourself is, “If I die in the next five minutes, am I as sure for heaven as if I were already there?” Jesus died and rose from the dead to make it possible for you to go to heaven. Yes, He wants you to live for him now. But He wants one day to take you to heaven where He is. He has prepared a place for you. It doesn’t matter how poor you have been down here. Up there a mansion is prepared for you. Heaven is a place where you will never grow old or be sick or lonely again. It’s a real place with real people in real, perfect bodies. We will know each other, and we will never know sickness or sorrow.

I want to ask you this question. Are you ready to go there? God loves you. Christ died on the Cross for all your sins. He arose from the dead for your justification. Make peace with God right now and make ready for heaven, because Jesus paid it all.

---

**July/August 1988 25**
Most pastors would be greatly complimented if someone said, ‘Your church is really missions-minded.’ But such churches do not appear by accident. What is a so-called ‘missions-minded church’? How can you help your church become one?

Since I have had the joy of pastoring a church in Virginia for six years, and now of serving the Lord on the mission field, I have been on both sides of the fence and can understand a little bit of what it takes to make a missions-minded church. Several general characteristics will be evident in the life of a church truly concerned about world evangelism.

A missions-minded church has an intimate connection with the missionaries it supports. That necessitates a genuine involvement in informed prayer with and for the missionary, his family, and their ministry. The church needs to know its missionaries and their work. Consider them staff members of your church who are simply serving the Lord in another location.

One Wednesday evening around Christmas in the Virginia church I pastored, a missionary we supported came into the prayer service unannounced. Our people recognized him immediately, and some even spoke to his children, calling them by name. On the way home that evening, one of the missionary’s children said, ‘Daddy, I’ve never seen a church like that one. They all knew your name, and some of them even knew my name, too.’ An intimate connection between a church and a missionary family is a blessing to both.

Secondly, get your people involved in individual communication with the missionaries of the church. Both pastor and people need to write to the missionaries. Communication builds a vital relationship where the home church is informed about the projects and problems of the missionary, and vice versa. It bridges the distance between church and missionary and gives an easy means of conveying needs from the field.

One of our supporting pastors has been very consistent in writing to us, and his wife corresponds with my wife. That has made us feel especially close to that particular church. Intimate connection and individual communication with the missionary should lead to intensive cooperation. The church should participate with the missionary in carefully selected projects, nurturing a concept of teamwork between the missionary and the supporting church.

The interest of the church goes beyond simple monthly support, as hearts are knit together in a mutual effort. The manner in which a church supports its missionaries is critical to building this kind of a missions program. Churches and missionaries alike would benefit from a re-evaluation of the traditional support method still widely used. A shifting of emphasis, away from supporting numerous missionaries at a small monthly figure and toward sending

continued on page 58
Anger erupts in an explosion of human emotions. We see the debris all around us—ruined friendships, destroyed marriages, split churches, shattered lives.

Are you a hothead? Do you have trouble with anger? Do you get mad at the drop of a hat, and you will gladly furnish the hat?

Perhaps you are cool on the outside, but angry hot inside, an expert at hiding your anger. You act like nothing bothers you. You have your act together. Everyone else can blow up, but not you. No one ever sees your temper. You keep it all inside—for a while.

However we handle our anger, the Bible has something to say to help us deal with the problem. And we need to deal with it properly. “Hotheads” tend to offend others and stir up unnecessary strife and conflict. “Coolheads,” who are really hiding their anger, tend to become bitter, vindictive, and vengeful.

Anger can become a very powerful force for destruction. It can cause us to say things and do things we may regret for the rest of our lives. It not only destroys marriages and friendships, but it will ultimately destroy us.

Notice what the Bible says about anger in Ephesians 4:26-27, “Be ye angry, and sin not: let not the sun go down upon your wrath: neither give place to the devil.” Anger is a natural impulse that can be used for good or for evil. When anger takes the form of righteous indignation, it can cause us to stand up against sin, evil, and injustice. But when it takes the form of vindictive vengeance, it can destroy lifelong friendships.

Anger can also provide Satan with a place to work in our lives. Therefore, the Scripture warns us not to “give place to the devil.” Once we allow him to gain a foothold in our lives, he will try to take over completely. He will sour our disposition and breed conflict with everyone in our path.

Perhaps you are already in serious trouble because of anger in your life. Your marriage is in trouble. Your friendships are about to blow apart. Your words and attitudes reveal a bitter spirit within. You know it and so does everyone else. Somehow you have become angry. Your heart is filled with bitterness, contempt, malice, and hatred. If something does not happen soon to reverse this process, you will be at the point of no return.

You are probably wondering if there is any hope for you. I can tell you with confidence, yes there is! God can help you resolve this problem no matter how great it seems to be. He can help you learn how to control your anger. He can give you victory over this powerful force within you.

Causes of Anger. Three basic emotions feed the problem of anger in our lives. Left out of control and unchecked by the power of the Holy Spirit, anger can ultimately destroy us.

Fear. Many times we get angry because of fear. Something happens that frightens us. All of a sudden we are fearful, but after we calm down we become angry.
leadership. Tragically, anger can do irreparable damage.

Entrance into the Promised Land. Moses led them out of Egypt in the great Exodus to the Promised Land. He led them across the Red Sea on dry ground and then through the wilderness of Sinai. Despite all of his patience, Numbers chapter 20 tells us he finally blew up in the wilderness of Zin.

Even though the Israelites had seen God miraculously provide for their needs time and time again, they blamed Moses because they had run out of water. It's an old tactic. When all else fails, blame someone else.

The people began to “chide him,” which means they began yelling and screaming at him. Moses tried to remain calm and cool. He went to the Lord to ask Him what to do. God told him to take his rod, gather the people together, speak to the rock, and it would give water (Num. 20:8). But in his frustration, Moses became angry and smote the rock twice instead of speaking to it. Moses had had all he could take. He had had enough of their bickering, complaining, and screaming. In essence, he was saying, “If you want water, get it yourself!”

After Moses hit the rock the water gushed out for all the people to drink. But God reprimanded Moses for striking the rock, and because of one act of anger He denied Moses entrance into the Promised Land.

Moses was frustrated, provoked out of control. He lost his temper, and with it he lost some of his leadership. Tragically, anger can do irreparable damage.

Attempts to Control Anger.

People try to deal with anger in several ways. Most of them don’t work. They only complicate the situation all the more. In time, these futile attempts make the problem of anger even worse.

Nurse it. Some people try to hide their anger. They say to themselves, “I’m really angry, but nobody’s going to know it.” They bundle it up inside themselves. They fume within, but never let anyone know how they really feel. Instead, they boil like a pressure cooker about to blow its lid.

People who suppress their anger either destroy themselves emotionally or they blow up eventually. Day and night, their anger brews and churns inside. It eats them up like acid.

The apostle Paul said, “Let not the sun go down upon your wrath.” He meant don’t keep it inside you. Don’t internalize it. Anger is an emotional force. You must release it or it will destroy you from within. Suppressed anger can lead to an emotional breakdown.

One of my favorite old-time television programs was “Amos and Andy.” In one episode, Amos saw Andy walking down the street in an overcoat on a hot summer day. Noticing a large bulge under the coat, Amos asked Andy about it. Andy proceeded to tell him about his frustration with a certain man who always thumped him on the chest while he talked to him. “I’m going to fix him,” he announced. “I’ve got two sticks of dynamite strapped to my chest. When he thumps me this time, I’m going to blow his finger off!” Andy forgot that he would blow his own heart out in the process.

Internalized anger destroys us from within. You may think the “Christian thing to do” is to stifle your anger, but it is not. It is only a temporary solution with long-term consequences.

Disperse it. These people blow up like the atom bomb! They don’t even try to internalize their feelings. They
In that way you "minister grace" to people down; use it to build them up. Therefore, the apostle Paul is literally edifying people. In Ephesians 4:29-30, the Bible says, "Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, but that which is good to your needs. Were it not for the grace of God, we would all be miserable. The Holy Spirit's grace helps us to edify others and ourselves.

Anger is a natural emotion, but it can be destructive if not managed properly. The Bible teaches us to control our anger and to forgive others, as Jesus did on the cross. "Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do." (Luke 23:34)

As Jesus hung on the cross, He said, "Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do." You need to let God forgive you before you can really forgive anyone else. Anger cries out, "I'll never forgive you." But the Cross of Christ cries out, "Father, forgive them."

Only in the Cross can we find true reconciliation with God and man. We who have been forgiven must learn how to forgive. The real problem with anger is not temper; it is an unforgiving spirit.

Redirect it. In order to fully correct the problem of anger we must learn to take positive steps to redirect our relationships. First, we need to ask God to forgive us for the sin of anger. Second, we need to ask those we have offended to forgive us for our anger. Third, we need to forgive ourselves.

Once we have taken these steps, we will be able to concentrate on rebuilding our relationships with others. We will never grow to maturity in our Christian lives until we learn how to deal with anger. Only then will we be able to respond with kindness, tenderheartedness, and forgiveness in every situation in life.

The writer of Proverbs put it this way: "He that is slow to anger is better than the mighty; and he that ruleth his spirit than he that taketh a city" (Prov. 16:32).

The opposite of anger is love. It is often the missing ingredient in our lives. Love is the essential dynamic that makes life worth living. It is the ultimate expression of our concern for one another. Those who really know how to love can overcome the problem of anger.

The process works like this. Anger is the problem; forgiveness is the cure; and love is the result. Once we learn how to forgive those who hurt us and wrong us, we can learn how to love them. Usually, we are hurt the most by those we love the most. What a tragedy to spend the rest of our lives hating the people we really love!

Are you angry with someone? Why not settle it right now? Don't let the sun go down tonight on your wrath. Deal with it today. The sooner you do, the happier you will be. God loved you so much that He forgave your sins. The least you can do is forgive those who have sinned against you.

Richard G. Lee is pastor of Rehoboth Baptist Church in Atlanta, Georgia, and speaker for "There's Hope" national television ministries.
The Christian vocabulary is full of "buzzwords." Abortion, Liberal, homosexuality, mainstream, and pseudo-anything are examples of words that leave no room for fence-sitting.

Legalism is such a word. But in our discussions of the pros and cons of legalism, we often miss a vital point—its effects on Christian families. Legalistic attitudes are not held by machines, but by mothers and fathers, pastors, and even children. If legalism existed only in the dictionary there would be no reason to be concerned. But the problems of legalism go far beyond scholarly debates, to impact the way some of us parent our children. That is the problem.


Every Christian family functioning from a legalistic mind-set will suffer, and will pass the suffering on from generation to generation as children learn parenting techniques from their parents. Only after our children are grown and the damage is done, do we learn the sad truth that legalism is absolutely incompatible with biblical child-rearing.

Legalism leaves little room for love and mercy in dealing with misbehavior. It has no room at all for the guidance of the Holy Spirit as we lead our families. Who needs the Holy Spirit when we have absolute rules to guide us?

I hope you will stay with me on this. This is a personal account, and I am aware that some may not understand my motives. But the amount of pain and suffering my family has experienced, and that I continue to see as a family counselor, leads me to believe it is right to go ahead.

Foundations of Legalism. Our permissive world is more tolerant of immorality than ever in history. Unbridled sexual behavior and deviance of all sorts are accepted as nothing more than alternative lifestyles. As the world challenges traditional Conservative morality, Christians respond in various ways.

Some mount an attack on the degeneration of our society by joining antipornography crusades, Conservative political organizations, getting elected to local school boards, or other aggressive methods.

Other Christians see the same handwriting on the wall and interpret it differently. They retreat into legalistic "security," convinced that the only task before them is to preserve what they have until the Lord returns.

Authoritarianism lies at the heart of legalism. Authoritarianism is a natural for Conservative Christianity because the Bible is an authoritative book, and Christian leaders and pastors tend to be authoritarian personalities. The logical progression of the belief in absolute authority is that everything is colored black or white—gray is a sign of compromise. Given the many gray areas of family life and child-rearing today, it doesn't take much of an imagination to see...
that absolutist authoritarianism tends to produce either mice or monsters of children and teenagers.

Absolute values based on the Bible are one thing. Absolute values based on personal preferences are quite something else.

Authoritarianism and absolutism usually lead to an attitude of exclusivism. This is the idea that we alone are the true Christians, we alone are favored of God, and we alone correctly practice the faith. Exclusivism is a direct result of the arrogance that comes with believing that our brand of Christianity is correct, our interpretation of the Bible is perfect, our practices alone are pleasing to God.

The reasoning goes something like this. If heavy metal rock music is bad, then other music produced by the same recording company must also be bad. If rock bands are made up of guitars and drums, it follows that guitars and drums have no place in the service of the church. If these instruments are outlawed, and my kid expresses a desire to learn to play the guitar, it can only mean he is either unsaved or a reprobate. The only thing a Christian parent can do to protect himself from this is to forbid any contact with the guitar. If he persists, he gets locked in the fruit cellar or sent to Texas.

Because of these attitudes, many otherwise good Christian homes are run like Marine boot camps. All things are black or white. If anyone in the family argues, it just proves what we suspected all along. After all, no real Christian young person would question his parents about anything, would he?

Legalism does not encourage us to search the Scriptures for ourselves. It does not encourage parents to be sensitive to the leading of the Holy Spirit. Many families are under great pressure simply because an authority figure tells them to do “thus and so” with their children. Parents under this kind of pressure tend to produce children and teenagers who rebel in adolescence, or become church mice with no opinions of their own, no thoughts except what they get from father and pastor, and no decisions to make on their own.

It’s very sad. I know, because we were in a legalistic system while our children were growing up. We paid a heavy price as a family for the false security of legalism.

**Getting Personal.** After our oldest daughter, Laurie, graduated from a well-known and very Conservative Christian academy, she got a part-time job at one of the fast-food outlets for the summer. As often happens, she met a boy who also worked there, and eventually she asked for permission to date him.

In asking about this young man, we found that he attended a local Baptist church. He and his family were professing Christians. There seemed to be no problem.

But there was a problem. We found out his church was Southern Baptist!

We tried to explain to Laurie that we didn’t feel she should be “unequally yoked” with a person with such radically different beliefs. Maybe dating should be put on hold. I’m not making this up!

---

**Only after our children are grown and the damage is done, do we learn the sad truth that legalism is absolutely incompatible with biblical child-rearing.**
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long. I don't believe we will know the
ture impact of those years of legalism
until our children are fully grown.

No, our kids do not attend movies
or listen to rock music. Perhaps yours
do. That is not the issue. The point
is that modeling consistent Christian
living is important to our kids. If we
are not okay as parents, the kind of
music on the radio will not matter at
all. Legalism tends to overemphasize
the externals of Christianity as
evidences of spirituality. If my son
has a short haircut, wears a tie to
church, and doesn’t have a safety pin
through his nose, he must be okay
spiritually. Right?

Externals are not without import-
ance. I talk with many Christian
young people who tell me that they
knew all along that if they looked
acceptable they could get away with
almost anything. I call this kind of
thing the "black-suit" method of
judging spirituality. A black-suited
preacher must be Conservative. A
lighter suit is questionable. A sport
jacket on a preacher means he has
gone Liberal! Ridiculous, maybe, but
I’ll bet you know as many Christians
as I do who believe it.

Externals are important indicators
in adolescents. They indicate the
reference group they aspire to. A
Christian teenager who wants to wear
purple hair and fluorescent clothing
has a problem. But the problem may
be more immaturity than lack of
spirituality.

The long-term impact of legalism
came home to us through something
that happened in a church we be-
onged to in another state. A few
years ago the pastor’s daughter,
moved and in her thirties, left her
husband and was getting a divorce.
The story made the rounds of the
church membership, of course, and
apparently the pastor felt the need to
say something to the church about
the divorce. This was a very large
church with a television ministry.
There must have been a lot of
pressure on this father-pastor. The
church is legalistic.

One Sunday night the pastor
asked the congregation to stay after
church for a short announcement. He
apologized for the behavior of his
grown daughter. He said he knew that
he must have failed somewhere. To
the shock of the church, he
announced that she was no longer his
daughter. This fine pastor felt com-
pelled by his legalistic beliefs to
disown his grown daughter and to
state that he would have no further
contact with her until she “made it
right.”

Legalism had compounded one
tragedy into two.

Legalism teaches that we should
accept responsibility for the behavior
of others. Legalism works on us
because as good Christian parents we
know we are sinners, and we do have
tings to feel responsible for. None of
us is a perfect parent, and we know
it. Legalism works on us because too
many of us have become accustomed
to listening to “experts” on the
family who were themselves raised in
legalistic homes and feel that if they
survived so can we. And legalism
works on parents because the
knowledge that we are not perfect
creates a painful state of anxiety in
us, and people naturally seek to
escape pain.

Legalism is the morphine of a
guilty conscience.

Up from Legalism. We thank
God for the excellent Bible training
we received as young Christians, and
for the many fine speakers we
listened to as we learned how to raise
a family under God. But we regret
the legalism we inflicted on our
children.

We have overcome legalism to an
extent, and we have been able to
make adjustments in our parenting
practices over the years. We can see
a steady move away from legalism as
our children have grown, but some of
the changes were too late for our
older kids, who suffered more as a
result of the legalistic attitudes of
their parents. They may not have
suffered permanent damage because
of legalism, but we can never recover
the joy and happiness we lost to the
guilt and over-control of legalism.

We have overcome legalism but
not without a price.

We lost friends who cut us off
when they found that we were
moving to another ministry—any
other ministry. We lost friends
because we now fellowship with
Southern Baptists and other
‘radical’ Christian people. We lost
friends because we joined a ministry
that believes Conservative people
can work together on moral issues
even though we differ on doctrine.

But praise God, have we ever
gained?

We have gained security in know-
ing that God has a purpose for our
family. We have gained the love
of family members because we can
now say, “We love you no matter what.”
And we have gained the friendship of
countless people once cut off from us
by the wall of legalism. We have gained
the joy of relaxed and anxiety-free
parenting. And most importantly we have
regained the leadership of the Holy Spirit
in our work as Christian parents.

Legalism hurts families, but heal-
ing is available!

David R. Miller is associate
professor of psychology at Liberty
University and child adolescent coun-
selor at the LU Counseling Center in
Lynchburg, Virginia.
I what looked like a game room. "Do you want to stay here?" I asked.

Her bottom lip started to tremble, and her eyes filled with tears: "No, not by myself."

I pushed her back to the nurse's station and asked the nurse to help me. "Oh, she does that all the time," explained the nurse. "She'll have you pushing her everywhere. Just leave her."

Reluctantly, I walked away. Grandma and Grandpa were glad to see me. Grandma liked the butterfly pin I gave her. She wanted me to put it on her right away.

Grandpa took the bow off his present and stuck it on top of his head. My sister were there, and we all laughed. It almost seemed like the old days when Grandpa was strong and well and invincible.

He unwrapped the pillow that read: "Grandchildren are the treasure of a long life." And he read aloud my note: "And you, Grandpa, are a treasure of the Lord. I shall always thank Him for making me part of your family."

"That's what it's all about," he said. His eyes fought to hold back tears.

We passed around the candy and cookies, looked at pictures, and talked about the great-grandchildren. "Time goes so fast," Grandpa reflected. "Not in here, though. Sometimes it just seems to stand still. I took care of my mama for 20 years," he said. "We didn't have nursing homes then. But people do things differently these days."

His words were not bitter, only wistful.

I wanted to hug him—this man who showed me how to put my hand under a hen and retrieve a warm, brown egg from her nest—this man who squirted milk at me as he squeezed the cow's udder—this man whose rough hands covered mine on the steering wheel of an old red tractor that carried us across summer fields.

How I wanted to say, "Come live with me, Grandpa. I'll fix up the spare bedroom for you and Grandma. I'll hang bright, white curtains, just like the ones that used to dance in the evening breezes blowing across the farm.

"We'll plant a garden and fill our arms with sun-warmed tomatoes and squash. We'll sit in the glider and listen to the doves coo in the morning and the crickets chirp at night."

"My daughter can crawl up into your lap as love bridges the span of years between the two of you. And by the end of summer, when her dresses have grown too short, we can shake our heads and sigh, 'My, my! Where has all the time gone?'

I wanted to ask you to come live with me, Grandpa. But the words never came....I guess I was afraid you might say yes.

My footsteps echoed down the hall as I looked for their room. I passed a lady leaning to one side in her wheelchair. It looked to be an awkward position, but she smiled at me. Another woman reached for my hand. "Help me," she pleaded. "Push me down there."

She motioned obscurely in front of her. Wanting to help her, I wheeled her into what looked like a game room.

What looked like a game room.

"Do you want to stay here?" I asked.

Her bottom lip started to tremble, and her eyes filled with tears: "No, not by myself."

I pushed her back to the nurse's station and asked the nurse to help me. "Oh, she does that all the time," explained the nurse. "She'll have you pushing her everywhere. Just leave her."

Reluctantly, I walked away. Grandma and Grandpa were glad to see me. Grandma liked the butterfly pin I gave her. She wanted me to put it on her right away.

Grandpa took the bow off his present and stuck it on top of his head. My sister were there, and we all laughed. It almost seemed like the old days when Grandpa was strong and well and invincible.

He unwrapped the pillow that read: "Grandchildren are the treasure of a long life." And he read aloud my note: "And you, Grandpa, are a treasure of the Lord. I shall always thank Him for making me part of your family."

"That's what it's all about," he said. His eyes fought to hold back tears.

We passed around the candy and cookies, looked at pictures, and talked about the great-grandchildren. "Time goes so fast," Grandpa reflected. "Not in here, though. Sometimes it just seems to stand still. I took care of my mama for 20 years," he said. "We didn't have nursing homes then. But people do things differently these days."

His words were not bitter, only wistful.

I wanted to hug him—this man who showed me how to put my hand under a hen and retrieve a warm, brown egg from her nest—this man who squirted milk at me as he squeezed the cow's udder—this man whose rough hands covered mine on the steering wheel of an old red tractor that carried us across summer fields.

How I wanted to say, "Come live with me, Grandpa. I'll fix up the spare bedroom for you and Grandma. I'll hang bright, white curtains, just like the ones that used to dance in the evening breezes blowing across the farm.

"We'll plant a garden and fill our arms with sun-warmed tomatoes and squash. We'll sit in the glider and listen to the doves coo in the morning and the crickets chirp at night."

"My daughter can crawl up into your lap as love bridges the span of years between the two of you. And by the end of summer, when her dresses have grown too short, we can shake our heads and sigh, 'My, my! Where has all the time gone?'

I wanted to ask you to come live with me, Grandpa. But the words never came....I guess I was afraid you might say yes.

My footsteps echoed down the hall as I looked for their room. I passed a lady leaning to one side in her wheelchair. It looked to be an awkward position, but she smiled at me. Another woman reached for my hand. "Help me," she pleaded. "Push me down there."

She motioned obscurely in front of her. Wanting to help her, I wheeled her into what looked like a game room.

"Do you want to stay here?" I asked.

Her bottom lip started to tremble, and her eyes filled with tears: "No, not by myself."

I pushed her back to the nurse's station and asked the nurse to help me. "Oh, she does that all the time," explained the nurse. "She'll have you pushing her everywhere. Just leave her."

Reluctantly, I walked away. Grandma and Grandpa were glad to see me. Grandma liked the butterfly pin I gave her. She wanted me to put it on her right away.

Grandpa took the bow off his present and stuck it on top of his head. My sister were there, and we all laughed. It almost seemed like the old days when Grandpa was strong and well and invincible.

He unwrapped the pillow that read: "Grandchildren are the treasure of a long life." And he read aloud my note: "And you, Grandpa, are a treasure of the Lord. I shall always thank Him for making me part of your family."

"That's what it's all about," he said. His eyes fought to hold back tears.

We passed around the candy and cookies, looked at pictures, and talked about the great-grandchildren. "Time goes so fast," Grandpa reflected. "Not in here, though. Sometimes it just seems to stand still. I took care of my mama for 20 years," he said. "We didn't have nursing homes then. But people do things differently these days."

His words were not bitter, only wistful.

I wanted to hug him—this man who showed me how to put my hand under a hen and retrieve a warm, brown egg from her nest—this man who squirted milk at me as he squeezed the cow's udder—this man whose rough hands covered mine on the steering wheel of an old red tractor that carried us across summer fields.

How I wanted to say, "Come live with me, Grandpa. I'll fix up the spare bedroom for you and Grandma. I'll hang bright, white curtains, just like the ones that used to dance in the evening breezes blowing across the farm.

"We'll plant a garden and fill our arms with sun-warmed tomatoes and squash. We'll sit in the glider and listen to the doves coo in the morning and the crickets chirp at night."

"My daughter can crawl up into your lap as love bridges the span of years between the two of you. And by the end of summer, when her dresses have grown too short, we can shake our heads and sigh, 'My, my! Where has all the time gone?'

I wanted to ask you to come live with me, Grandpa. But the words never came....I guess I was afraid you might say yes.

My footsteps echoed down the hall as I looked for their room. I passed a lady leaning to one side in her wheelchair. It looked to be an awkward position, but she smiled at me. Another woman reached for my hand. "Help me," she pleaded. "Push me down there."

She motioned obscurely in front of her. Wanting to help her, I wheeled her into what looked like a game room.

"Do you want to stay here?" I asked.

Her bottom lip started to tremble, and her eyes filled with tears: "No, not by myself."

I pushed her back to the nurse's station and asked the nurse to help me. "Oh, she does that all the time," explained the nurse. "She'll have you pushing her everywhere. Just leave her."

Reluctantly, I walked away. Grandma and Grandpa were glad to see me. Grandma liked the butterfly pin I gave her. She wanted me to put it on her right away.

Grandpa took the bow off his present and stuck it on top of his head. My sister were there, and we all laughed. It almost seemed like the old days when Grandpa was strong and well and invincible.

He unwrapped the pillow that read: "Grandchildren are the treasure of a long life." And he read aloud my note: "And you, Grandpa, are a treasure of the Lord. I shall always thank Him for making me part of your family."

"That's what it's all about," he said. His eyes fought to hold back tears.

We passed around the candy and cookies, looked at pictures, and talked about the great-grandchildren. "Time goes so fast," Grandpa reflected. "Not in here, though. Sometimes it just seems to stand still. I took care of my mama for 20 years," he said. "We didn't have nursing homes then. But people do things differently these days."

His words were not bitter, only wistful.

I wanted to hug him—this man who showed me how to put my hand under a hen and retrieve a warm, brown egg from her nest—this man who squirted milk at me as he squeezed the cow's udder—this man whose rough hands covered mine on the steering wheel of an old red tractor that carried us across summer fields.

How I wanted to say, "Come live with me, Grandpa. I'll fix up the spare bedroom for you and Grandma. I'll hang bright, white curtains, just like the ones that used to dance in the evening breezes blowing across the farm.

"We'll plant a garden and fill our arms with sun-warmed tomatoes and squash. We'll sit in the glider and listen to the doves coo in the morning and the crickets chirp at night."

"My daughter can crawl up into your lap as love bridges the span of years between the two of you. And by the end of summer, when her dresses have grown too short, we can shake our heads and sigh, 'My, my! Where has all the time gone?'

I wanted to ask you to come live with me, Grandpa. But the words never came....I guess I was afraid you might say yes.
Several days later I stifled a gasp as I looked at Clara's frizzy white hair billowing out around her head as she stood on our doorstep. Her shabby clothes confirmed the difficult situation she was in. Joe pulled her inside the house and into the kitchen where they spent the morning making plans. He offered her a job typing letters for our family-owned business.

"But that's my job," I fumed when Joe and I were alone.

"Clara is my sister and she needs our help," he pleaded.

I agreed, but the feelings of resentment grew like weeds, choking out my resolve to be kind to her. Clara complained bitterly about the isolation she felt working in our office, and my spiritual life suffered as I struggled to feel love toward her. I remembered the verse in the Bible that said if we do not have love, we are like a clanging bell.

"Who could love Clara? She doesn't deserve to be loved," I reasoned.

Instantly a voice inside me answered, "Neither do you." But I knew God loved me so much He had sent His Son to die for me. Feelings of guilt kept me awake at night.

No matter how I rationalized, I knew God demanded I love the unlovable. "Please help me with this bitterness," I prayed. How could I love Clara if I didn't feel love for her? I didn't even feel sorry for the way she looked, and I knew how much it means to a woman to look nice. That's it. I knew how to help Clara. I fell asleep with a plan running through my mind.

"Clara does not like working here," I told Joe the next day. "No one will hire her because she needs to look a little more professional. Can we buy her some clothes and get her hair styled?"

Joe smiled his approval. I carefully approached Clara about her long hair. "Joe and I would like to give you an early birthday present," I said, and made an appointment at a local beauty shop. When she called that evening to tell us how great her hair looked, it was hard not to catch her enthusiasm.

"The beauty operator even put a light brown rinse on it. I love it." Clara had not sounded so cheerful in weeks.

The next morning we went shopping and looked at all kinds of clothes. Clara giggled like a schoolgirl as she tried on skirts and blouses and blazers, until we were satisfied with one complete outfit.

The next day, Clara was late reporting for work. When she arrived in her new clothes, she looked smart and dignified and smiled as she said, "I answered an ad for a secretary and they hired me on the spot. Said they were happy to find a responsible, mature woman to run their office."

Clara took my hand, looked me in the eyes, and said, "Thank you." I felt the shreds of bitterness melt away and realized God did not ask me to feel love for Clara. He asked only that I show her love. Knowing that feelings follow actions, He helped me find a way to obey Him.

As I reflected on Clara's response to the small kindness I had shown her, I thought of the love the Lord has shown me by giving His life in payment for my sins. What was my response to His great love? I knew then that I was the unlovable one, and thanked the Lord for sending Clara to show that to me.

Only through His believers can the Lord show the world His love. I am grateful the Lord does not believe I am unlovable. With His help, I will not find others unlovable either.

Beverly Hamilton
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Three Assignments from God

As I looked forward to flying to Illinois to teach at a Christian writers’ conference, I asked the Lord to seat next to me people He wanted me to reach. He sent me a lost architect, a Humanist, and a Unitarian.

The architect sat next to me on the first flight. Through casual chatting I obtained personal information about him and found that he attended a large gospel-preaching church. “Ah, a good lead,” I thought.

He understands Christian terminology. “Have you been born again, Paul?” I asked.

He looked at me and smiled wryly, shaking his head.

“No, I haven’t.”

“Well, then,” I declared, “I believe God sat you next to me for a reason. He loves you, Paul, and He wants you to come to Him and be saved. You have heard the gospel of salvation at your church, haven’t you?”

“Oh, yes, of course,” he answered, lifting his highball to his lips. “And you know that in order to be saved, a person must repent of his sins and receive Jesus Christ as his Saviour?” He did.

Then I told Paul that when I was in my twenties, though I went to church from time to time, I was living a life of drinking and gambling. As I watched the life of a young woman who worked in my office, I realized how wrong my way was.

“Then one morning,” I said, “I found a gospel tract on my desk. As I read it, I realized that Jesus Christ had died on the Cross for my sins. With the tears rolling down my cheeks, I turned my life over to Him. And Paul, you can do the same thing I did. You do not have to walk an aisle to receive Christ. You can at any time just bow your head, tell Him you are sorry for your sins, and ask Him to save you.” I gave Paul a copy of my tract. We just sat there side by side reading until lunch was served. Then we engaged in an interesting conversation about music. When the plane started to land I turned to Paul and exclaimed, “Don’t forget, Paul. God sent me to you, to let you know He loves you and wants to save you. Jesus died for you. Give your heart to Him!”

The plane engines roared in our ears as we rolled in on the runway. Paul and I smiled good-bye, and I walked away with a prayer that he would soon come to know Christ as Saviour.

On my return flight home, Al, the Humanist, sat beside me. A congenial, balding salesman-consultant, Al had traveled around the country for 35 years. The two areas in which I related to Al were that he had lived in New Jersey and had been born a Roman Catholic.

“My father was born in the same faith as yours, Al,” I said. “At 51 years old he received Christ as his Saviour. He became a radiant light for the Lord. Has anyone ever told you how the Lord could make you a new person and give you a new wonderful life?” He looked at me, half smiling, and shook his head. “No, never!”

I was amazed. This man had been working with some Baptist evangelists in England. “Al, then,” I said, “they must have talked to you about your need to receive Christ as Saviour.”

He nodded. “Yes, they did.”

“Tell what ought to tell you something, Paul,” I said. “Just as God sent witnesses to bring me to Himself, so He has been sending them to you. You should seriously consider the things we have told you. Start reading the New Testament in John. Seek the Lord and you will find Him!”

The plane was landing. I handed him my tract. “Don’t forget, Paul,” I asked, “What if you are wrong about there being no life after death? Where would you and your loved ones go? According to the Bible, there are only two places—heaven and hell. And the only way a person can get into heaven is through receiving Christ as Saviour.”

I urged him to read the Gospel of John and the Book of Romans. As I left the plane I said a prayer for him.

On the last short flight, sitting alone, I gazed out the window as the plane lifted through the air. Suddenly I realized someone was sitting next to me. “Hello!” I exclaimed. “Did you catch the plane as it was rolling down the runway?”

The man next to me laughed. “No,” he answered, “my kids are acting up back there, so I just moved up here.”

This dark-haired Clemson graduate, Paul, was a Unitarian—one who doesn’t believe in Christ as God’s Son, the Saviour. After chatting a few minutes, I gave him my tract and shared my testimony. Paul told me that he had recently been working with some Baptist evangelists in England. “Ah, then,” I said, “they must have talked to you about your need to receive Christ as Saviour.”

He nodded. “Yes, they did.”

“I have been praying for my three assignments ever since.”
Recently we counseled a couple that had been married for 23 years. The wife was attractive and vivacious, even after bearing her husband four sons. Unfortunately she had "zero" self-image.

The husband was a very successful businessman who had given far more attention during those 23 years to his business than he had to his wife. He was a good father and an active Christian, but somehow he never learned how to treat a woman.

Like many men, he had the masculine misconception that women like to be criticized. Being a well-organized perfectionist by nature, he was always quick to tell his wife when she did things wrong, but seldom commended her. To make matters worse, he rarely told her "I love you."

No wonder his wife had a zero self-image. In fact, she was so miserable that at times she had entertained the thought of "just walking away from our marriage." She felt ugly, unappreciated, and unapproved.

The husband was not overjoyed when we explained that our studied observation as a result of years of counseling was that a wife's self-image, 5 years into a marriage, is usually a reflection of her husband's love. If she was raised in a home where her parents, particularly her father, criticized and rejected her, it may take as long as 10 years. But with God's help, a woman that is loved and approved by her husband will overcome the traumas of her unhappy childhood.

"Do you mean that if I had been more expressive of my love and acceptance of my wife, we would not be having these problems?" the husband replied.

Of course they wouldn't! A woman is a reflection of her husband's love. If he loves her as the Word of God commands him (four different times), she will love him. In fact, we have never seen a man lose the love of a good woman to whom he communicates his love.

Fortunately, this man now realizes his mistake. If he obeys God and learns to "love his wife as Christ loved the church," these two can still enjoy a beautiful love relationship for many years to come—if the Lord tarries.

"Husband, Love Your Wife!" Is Not an Option

by Tim and Beverly LaHaye

This New Land

This New Land by G. Clifton Wisler. The author has written several award-winning books for young people, including Thunder on the Tennessee, Winter of the Wolf, and Buffalo Moon, and although a full-time writer, is active in camping and leading Boy Scout activities.

This New Land, written for young people in grades five to eight, is styled as a first-person account of a youth accompanying his Separatist parents from Holland to America. This well-written tale of adventures and near-tragedies will excite the dreams of American youth today, enriching their roots in the early New England scene. (Walker & Company, 125 pp., $13.95)

- Donald R. Rickards

Christine Wyrzen's Critter County was recently chosen to be used in a national promotion by Procter & Gamble. The sales event was launched this spring as 1.3 million Critter County cassettes and specially designed booklets were distributed through supermarkets nationally.

Duncan Hines and Crisco chose Critter County for this promotion. A family-oriented cookbook entitled, Lip Smackin' Fun and a story cassette, Heroes Come in All Sizes, were specifically designed by the staff of Loveland Communications, parent company of Critter County, for Procter & Gamble. The booklet features 24 full-color pages of recipes and activities that encourage family members to interact and spend time with one another. The Heroes cassette finds Lester the lovable lion faced with a situation that challenges and reinforces his integrity and dependability.
"A Critter County" Cookbook
GRANDMA,
I LOVE
YOU.

Photo by Brian Sullivan
Last week I was sitting on a gorgeous beach in California and observed a grandmother and her granddaughter walking along the beach picking up seashells. The grandmother examined each shell very closely. She was particular in her selection process. When she decided to keep one, she would show it to her little granddaughter and explain its uniqueness and distinct characteristics.

Being a grandmother is, without a doubt, one of the most wonderful privileges of life. To me it is much more than spoiling my granddaughter with "grandma's cookie jar." I have a keen sense of commitment to my role in shaping her future.

To establish my credibility as a grandmother, let me give you my credentials. "I have the prettiest and sweetest granddaughter in the world! Here, let me show you her picture. There, that proves it!"

As the grandmother on the
beach was particular about her selection of distinctive shells, I must be particular in selecting values to share with my granddaughter. What a responsibility and challenge! What do I believe in strongly enough to “pass on,” to mold, to influence, and to nurture?

My dear granddaughter, as I walk with you in the days and years ahead, holding your searching little hand, picking up shells, I have a second chance to examine my values. What is really real? What is worth preserving? What will you need for the years ahead? What is timeless?

I select a strong, solid shell of faith because it is the anchor that secures my belief in a sovereign God—my nuts and bolts for everyday living.

Here is a shell with jagged edges interlaced with smooth, colorful specks of sand. It reminds me of the family. This is the place where rough edges cannot remain hidden or left untouched. This family unit can be a cocoon of love in which you can grow, develop, find fulfillment, and then go out into the world from this supportive environment. Love takes commitment, and commitment means sacrifice—to give fully and freely for the sake of the other members of the family. It costs us some of self, but the rewards are great. Loving relationships provide much happiness and contentment.

This is the place where character traits are sculptured, and principles are hammered and honed on the anvil of everyday living. The burden of proof is not on what is said, but on what is done about what is said.

Honesty: Always speak and live the truth.

Responsibility: Be dependable.

Purity: Reject anything that lowers your standards.

Compassion: When someone hurts, feel it with him.

Self-Control: When under stress, stay calm.

Punctuality: Be on time.

Determination: Stick with it, regardless.

Patience: Fight irritability. Be willing to wait.

Confidentiality: Don’t tell secrets. Seal your lips.

Oh, look at this unique shell. It’s different from all the others but it doesn’t look out of place. This is how you are, my dear, free to be yourself—to be all that you dream to be—in a country that has given more freedom to women than any other country in the world. If you think it will be easy, you are wrong. Whether you choose to be a wife and mother, a career woman, or both, it takes hard work, dedication, and commitment. Count the costs, but realize the benefits. You can depend on me to be your balcony person cheering you on to your stated goals. Since I love you, I will allow you to make decisions, and to fail, so you can learn from your mistakes. Then someday you will be prepared to make the kind of decisions life requires of you.

In the focus of the surf I catch a glimpse of a large gray shell protruding out of the sand. It reminds me of part of the crown on the Statue of Liberty. As I wash off the sand I realize this is the shell of America—“My Country ‘Tis of Thee.” It is far from perfect, but for more than 200 years it has been the lighthouse for the masses yearning to be free. From Columbus to the Mayflower to the signing of the Declaration of Independence, America was built on a foundation of a belief in God. Our basic inalienable rights are endowed by our Creator. Among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

Yes, little one, I am a “flag-waver.” I am proud to display Old Glory outside my door on every holiday, to honor our country and those who have given their lives to protect it.

Everyone likes a second chance. I accept it with renewed vision as I see you grow and develop. Rather than blindly accepting these shells of life, I hope you will embrace them rationally.

Jim Elliot once said, “He is no fool who gives what he cannot keep to gain what he cannot lose.”

Jimmie Nell Ecker is a freelance writer in Englewood, Colorado.
Dealing with the Social Security Issue—Part 1

by Paul Barringer

Do you participate in the Social Security system? If you do, and you are like me, you wish you did not. Unfortunately I cannot get out, but maybe you can. As an ordained, licensed, or commissioned minister, you may have a unique opportunity to opt out of the system—a system that will undoubtedly continue to delay the date you can begin to get benefits, and the amount you can receive free from taxation.

Basically, an exemption is available to those who have been in the ministry for two years or less. The window of opportunity is actually open until you file your tax return for the second year—including extensions. If you have been in the ministry longer than that, you are stuck. If you previously opted out of the program, and for some reason wish you had not, the Internal Revenue Service will gladly let you back in—that is, if you are not yet entitled to benefits.

From a financial perspective, deserting the system can be quite attractive. In every case I have examined, the ministers were able to replace their current benefits with private insurance and retirement programs. Even after the cost of the additional insurance, they still came out hundreds or even thousands of dollars to the good each year. An additional benefit is a refund of your self-employment taxes for up to three years. If you opt out, the areas that will require attention are disability income, medical expense, and life insurance, along with retirement income planning. By the way, most of these needs can be covered with pre-tax dollars by properly structuring your compensation package. Check with your tax advisor if you need help.

But be aware of some potential pitfalls. Health insurance benefits offered by the system could increase in the future. Our country is slowly moving toward socialized medicine. Additionally, private health insurance costs could skyrocket. The AIDS epidemic could have a significant impact on the future costs of both disability income insurance and medical expense coverage.

Ready to sign on the dotted line? If so, call the Internal Revenue Service and order a copy of Form 4361, Application for Exemption from Self-Employment Tax for use by Ministers, Members of Religious Orders and Christian Science Practitioners. While you're at it, also get a copy of Publication 512, Social Security for Members of the Clergy and Religious Workers. Before you complete the form, however, wait and read next month's column. We will explore the moral and biblical implications of the exemption.

Paul Barringer is an independent financial planner who heads Financial Advisory Services in Lynchburg, Virginia.
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Galatians Overview

I. The Theme: Freedom from the Law to obedience in the Spirit
   A. Freedom from (chapters 1-3)
   B. Freedom to (chapters 4-6)

II. The Argument
   A. Biographical (chapters 1-2)
   B. Doctrinal (chapters 3-4)
   C. Practical (chapters 5-6)

Introduction to Galatians

The Galatians (in the narrow sense) were Celts who had settled in central Asia Minor c. 240 B.C. The region became a Roman province in 25 B.C. with Ancyra as the capital. This epistle is most likely addressed to believers in churches visited by Paul on his second and third missionary journeys. These believers had become unsettled by people who perverted the gospel (1:7; 5:10, 12). Jewish Christians (sometimes called "Judaizers") had infiltrated the churches since Paul's last visit. They raised questions regarding his apostolic authority (cf. 1:15ff) and, more importantly, Paul's gospel. They convinced many Galatians to submit to circumcision and return under the Law. While apparently from Jerusalem, these Judaizers were certainly not with the "pillars" (2:5) but with false brethren (2:4). Some were arguing that Paul's gospel of freedom from the Law would lead to licentiousness (5:13ff). Paul responds by linking the believers to the leadership of the Holy Spirit.

Galatians 4:13 seems to indicate that Paul visited the region twice. Most scholars now believe he wrote the epistle after his second visit, most likely during his stay in Ephesus (Acts 19:1ff) or Macedonia about A.D. 53-55.

This little epistle written by Paul's "own hand" is extremely important because it answers, once and for all, those who would pervert the gospel with legalism. And it liberates God's people to the exciting adventure of walking in the Spirit.
In Pursuit of a Vision

A 1980 news story from Los Angeles caught Les Morgan's eye. Tom Bradley, mayor of that city, issued a special proclamation of a "Los Angeles for Jesus Week." He granted special permission to present the gospel in the streets, parks, and elsewhere. Subsequently, Palm Springs made a similar proclamation for one day.

"I asked myself why we couldn't have a 'Youth for Jesus Week' here in Desert Hot Springs, California," says Les Morgan. "During the summer we have hundreds of youngsters at loose ends."

Les and his wife, Ferne, began presenting the gospel to children and youth in the Child Evangelism booth at the Indio Date Festival each year. That experience gave them a heart for children.

The vision of a special evangelistic effort aimed at youth in Les's own town gripped him. Les Morgan is a modern Job in many ways.

Arthritis became a painful part of his life at an early age. It has advanced to the point that crutches and wheelchair are his main means of personal locomotion. He has had many surgeries, and some joints are fused. His hands are of minimum usefulness. But at 73 years old, Les is like Job in his durable faith and optimism.

"I wrote Mayor Bradley and asked if he would send me a copy of his proclamation. He sent one of the beautiful original issues of the Los Angeles proclamation."

Les shared his evangelistic vision with Lorna Lazavsky, who had worked with him in the Bible school at their church. Lorna enthusiastically joined him in prayer and has remained his cochairman for seven years.

As a result of their efforts, Mayor Julius Corricini of Desert Hot Springs issued a proclamation making the first week of school vacation "Youth for Jesus Week." That first year the Southern Baptists were holding a tent revival, and they consented to the use of their tent for the Youth for Jesus meetings. One hundred thirty-eight children prayed to receive Jesus as their Saviour. Since then, Les has held the meetings under the trees in the city park.

In addition to promoting the Lord's work from his home, Les teaches lessons, tells Bible stories, and counsels children and youth. He is active in conducting rallies for churches and civic groups to bring attention to the mission of Youth for Jesus Week.

Since 1986 Les has made the circuit of Palm Springs, Indio, and the city of Coachella during Easter week break, to hold rallies promoting Youth for Jesus work. During Christmas break he holds at least four rallies.

"One day," remembers Les, "a mother let three teenage girls off at the park to take swimming lessons at the municipal pool. The girls were curious and came to see what we were doing under the trees. They remained to hear the Word of God. When we gave the invitation all three gave their hearts to the Lord. That same curiosity brings adults to see the work and they too receive the Lord."

Each year, when their work with Youth for Jesus Week is finished, Les and Ferne are able to travel extensively. Their van is equipped with a special lift that raises and retracts Les's electric wheelchair. Ferne drives wherever they go. They especially love to attend summer church camps.

Les rejoices in the testimonies of children, youth, and adults who come to the meetings and go away in possession of eternal life.

"The last Saturday of our effort in 1985, three ladies from Palm Springs brought three teens, and two girls around 10 years of age, to our Youth for Jesus meeting," said Les, his face wreathed in a smile and his eyes twinkling. "All accepted the Lord."

Approximately 500 children prayed to receive Jesus in the first five years of Desert Hot Springs' Youth for Jesus Week.

"It is a very rewarding mission," Les remarked. "We don't know what the Lord's leading will be after this year's meetings. But whatever it is, we will respond."
Are We Bystanders
Watching the World Go to Hell?

At 3 a.m. on March 13, 1964, in the Queens area of New York City, 28-year-old Catherine (Kitty) Genovese returned home from her job. She parked her car. As she locked the door, she noticed a man in the shadows at the edge of the parking lot, in the path to her apartment building. She felt nervous and turned the other way, toward the police telephone box on the corner. Under the streetlight the man grabbed her and began stabbing her. Her screams broke through the chill of the night air, “Oh, my God, he stabbed me! Please help me! Please help me!”

A light came on in a window above and a man shouted, “Get that girl alone!” The assailant looked up and calmly walked down the street to his waiting car. The light went out and Kitty Genovese struggled to her feet. She was making her way down the side of the building when the assailant returned to stab her again. Kitty screamed, “I’m dying. I’m dying!”

Again the lights went on in the upper level of the apartment building and the attacker drove away. Kitty staggered to the back entrance of the apartment building and hid in a doorway. Minutes passed. Suddenly the door flew open, and she was face-to-face with her killer. Kitty screamed for help until she was stabbed to death.

At 3:50 a.m. the police received their first call from one of Miss Genovese’s neighbors. They arrived at the scene two minutes later to find Kitty Genovese dead. The attack on her life lasted 35 minutes.

The police combed the neighborhood and found witnesses—38 of them. Only one had finally called the police, after much soul-searching and deliberation. When police asked the witnesses why they failed to respond to the woman’s cries, the underlying attitude seemed to be fear of involvement. One man said he was tired. A housewife did not want her husband to get involved. One couple said they thought it was a lovers’ quarrel. Many simply said, “I don’t know.”

Psychologists and sociologists have looked at this for 24 years and wondered how it could happen. They have given it a name—bystander apathy. Two things cause a person to look the other way and not give aid in an emergency situation.

Failure to define the situation as an emergency. We look at the behavior of others to determine what is happening. If people stand around and do nothing, we are more apt to do nothing ourselves, and to perceive the situation as a nonemergency.

Diffusion of responsibility. We diffuse the responsibility of calling the police to someone else. After all, it only takes one person to call the police and surely someone else will.

Do we fail to define the situation as an emergency? Are we so complacent that we believe we have all the time in the world to reach our neighbors and friends for Christ? We know in our hearts that Jesus could come today, yet we feel we have plenty of time to win our loved ones to Him.

Do we diffuse to others the responsibility of telling the world about Christ? Being in a crowd makes a person less likely to help someone in a crisis. Are we going to sit around and let the preacher or paid workers in our church do all the witnessing?

As Christians we should be aware of the state of emergency of our fellowman and never be guilty of having bystander apathy.

My heart ached for Kitty Genovese and the fear and horror she experienced in her last minutes of life. But my heart must ache much more for my friends and neighbors who will die without Christ unless I tell them. We, indeed, are our brothers’ keepers. People are in a state of emergency all around us. We must be the ones to tell them they need Christ.

— Beverly Lowry
Sound in the Church

When planning a church sound system there is often little choice in where to position the loudspeakers for a variety of technical reasons. The electronics, however, are a different matter. The decision must be based upon security, function, aesthetics, and performance.

The most important item to position is the mixer. When used for reinforcement only, the mixer should be located in the auditorium. The operator needs to make gain and equalization adjustments to make the source sound best to the congregation. If he is isolated in a separate acoustic environment, listening on monitor loudspeakers or headphones, he cannot make adjustments that intelligently relate to what the congregation hears. An operator mixing for recording and broadcast, however, does need to be isolated and listen on monitor loudspeakers, unaffected by the live sound in the auditorium. He needs to make his adjustments based upon his audience who listens on their home or car stereos.

Putting the mixer in the auditorium takes up space, it may be an aesthetic problem, and it may fall victim to theft or tampering. A front-center balcony position is often the best choice, as long as the church is not excessively long. Furniture designed to support and possibly conceal the mixer, must allow for cooling, convenient service access and operation, and flexibility for future equipment changes.

Security is important. If the goal is theft protection, statistics indicate that locking tops on furniture and locked rooms are of little value. If a thief is able to get into a church, he can easily smash a rolltop cover or pry open a door. The best theft defense is overall building security and insurance.

Tinkering by church members of all ages is statistically the biggest problem. Friendly warnings, color-coordinated fabric hoods, and half-height walls with gates are usually sufficient to discourage tinkering, while preserving flexibility, function, and aesthetics.

All professional power amplifiers, equalizers, electronic crossovers, and time delays are 19 inches wide and intended to be rack mounted. Typically the rack is located in an out-of-the-way area such as a utility room. In large facilities with high power requirements and full-size attics, locating the racks of power amplifiers in the attic over the cluster(s) is a good solution. A key concern in large systems is clean bass response. The minimum cable impedance between the power amplifier(s) and loudspeaker(s) is required. In this regard, the closer the power amplifier(s) can be to the loudspeaker(s) the better. Use of the heaviest possible cable is recommended.

Two other considerations in larger systems are AC power availability and noise. Most power amplifiers are only 50 percent efficient, so for every watt they deliver they have to pull two from the AC line. Since many of today's amplifiers are fan cooled, they produce significant mechanical noise. Convection-cooled units may require exterior forced-air cooling. Isolation of power amplifiers or clever packaging may be needed to avoid unwanted noise.

John Westra. For help with specific church sound questions, call John Westra at (800) 222-6460.
**Panasonic**

**WJ-MX10 Digital A/V Mixer**
- Built in digital frame synchronizer (frame memory)
- Picture Freeze
- Stroboscope (delay adjustable 0.2 to 2 seconds)
- 5-level mosaics
- 7-level adjustable painting
- 17 wipe patterns (2 positionable)
- 8-color background color selection
- Audio mixing

List: $3000.00

**Canon**

**F1000S S-VHS Video Camcorder**
- Precision autofocus 10x14 power zoom lens with macro function.
- 1/2" 360,000 Pixel CCD with 420 lines of resolution.
- 1/1000, 1/500 and 1/250 sec. high shutter speeds.
- Flying erase head for noise-free editing.
- 7 lux low light capability.
- 9-head system for optimum image quality.

List: $2499.00
Cost: $1895.00

**SPECIAL!!!**

**TELEX**

**DIVERSITY WIRELESS**

**LAPEL MICROPHONE SYSTEM**
FMR-2 Lapel Mic System includes:
- WT-200 Transmitter
- FMR-2 Diversity Receiver
- WLM-200 Electret Lapel Microphone

Retail Your $1720.00 Cost $1299

PLUS! When you order the above system, you receive the WHM-500 Wireless Condenser Microphone Transmitter

ABSOLUTELY FREE!!! ($505.00 Retail Value)

**Technics**

**SL-P120 Programmable Compact Disc Player**
- High Resolution Digital Filter with double oversampling (88.2 kHz) for superb S/N and frequency response.
- High Speed Transport
- High Resolution Laser pickup for excellent tracking performance
- Multi-function 2-color FL display with Music Matrix
- Preset editing function
- 20-selection random-access programming
- Repeat function for single track, entire disc, or program contents

List: $320.00 Cost: $179.00

**SL-P220 Same as SL-P120 Plus Infrared Remote Control**

List: $355.00 Cost: $210.00

**mission service supply, inc.**

P. O. DRAWER 2957 WEST MONROE, LA 71294
PHONE (318) 325-8674

Order Direct: 1-800-352-7222

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
Jaime Mayorga
‘No Man Cared for My Soul’

by Angela Elwell Hunt

Scars of abuse and addiction disappear under a spirit of love and grace as the young evangelist draws from a past of torment in presenting his gripping challenge to love and serve Christ. He can testify as David did in Psalm 142:4. “I looked on my right hand, and beheld, but there was no man that would know me: refuge failed me; no man cared for my soul.”

Jaime Mayorga was born 25 years ago in desperate poverty, the son of a homeless teenage prostitute in El Salvador. He was abandoned in the ghettos before he was 2 years old. “I was left in a house where drug addicts and alcoholics lived,” he recalls in his testimony. “My mother told the woman there that she would be back to get me the next day. I’m still waiting. She never came back.

‘Before I was 5 years old I was the victim of child abuse. There was a man who stayed drunk in this home, and often he would take a stick and come to where I was sleeping and beat me with it. All I could do was grab the pillow, put it on top of my face, scream, and cry.

‘When I was 9 I knew no one cared for my soul. I came home from school one day that year and a man said, ‘Boy, sit down. I’m going to tell you the truth.’ He told me that no one loved me and that my mother had been a prostitute. That news broke my desire for living. I cried myself to sleep. My heart was broken. I would go to school crying. People looked at me as a boy no one ever loved.

‘When I was 11 some boys came to the house and said they were going to give me something that would help me. How I wish they had given me the gospel or taken me to church. But they pulled out some joints of marijuana.’

Passed from one dreadful environment to another, Jaime Mayorga soon turned to crime to find the money he needed simply to fill his stomach and fund his desire for drugs and alcohol. Drugs became the focal point of his life, numbing his pain, but adding a deadly new problem to his old ones.

When Jaime was on the edge of adolescence he heard that a Salvadoran family living in Maryland wanted to adopt him. He hoped that America would provide help for his needs, but his dreams were shattered as his problems were simply transported from one country to another.

‘The only word of English I knew when I arrived in the United States was Coca Cola. It’s not easy getting around with just one word,’ Jaime says. “But my family welcomed me to my new home in a new land. I went to a new school, but because my heart wasn’t new I got worse and worse. It wasn’t that America was so bad. It was because I was a sinner. I was running around with street gangs and driving my parents to an early grave. I’d go to sleep and wonder what life was all about. I didn’t know what to do with my life. I lived in America five years, and no one told me Jesus could give me a new life. No one ever knocked on our door with the gospel.”

After being expelled from three schools, Jaime was told to “shape up or ship out.” He shipped out. Packing an army bag with his meager belongings, Jaime left the only real home he had ever known.

He bought a bus ticket to New Orleans and sat alone on the bus with tears streaming down his face. At his destination he asked a policeman for help, but the man replied that he had no help for bums. When Jaime knocked on the door of a church the pastor hurriedly handed him two dollars, but had nothing else for him. “Even then,” said Jaime, “no one cared for my soul.”
After wandering the streets of the French Quarter for hours, desperate and defiant, Jaime met a Baptist pastor named Autry Dufrene. Dufrene and four Bible students were out for an evening of soulwinning, and they had prayed that one soul might be saved from hell that night.

"Though they didn't know it, they were praying for me," says Jaime. "One of the boys came up to me and offered me a tract. I said I didn't want one. Suddenly someone grabbed my shoulders from behind and pulled me against the wall. For the first time in my life someone saw me as a lost soul—not as a troublemaker, a criminal, a threat to society, or a statistic. He said, 'Young man, if you were to die tonight, where would you go?'"

For the first time in his life, Jaime Mayorga heard the gospel of Jesus Christ and felt love—shining from a stranger's eyes. Nothing seemed the same. He accepted the gift of salvation and felt the newness of his life in Christ.

"He showed me Jesus that night. I saw that Christ died for me. The Son of the Living God began to speak in my heart. I put my pride down, and I put the world away. That night, February 4, 1982, I prayed to receive the mighty Son of God, who had died on a cross to set me free. He came into my soul, and my soul exploded that night."

Dufrene left his phone number with Jaime and promised him a ride to church. Jaime went to a shelter to sleep, then rose at 5 a.m. on Sunday morning. He found a phone and called for hours before someone at the church answered. "I didn't know what church was," smiles Mayorga. "I didn't know that no one got there until nine o'clock." Jaime went to church that Sunday and shocked his fellow worshipers with his appearance—long hair, camouflage pants, and army boots.

Autry Dufrene lost no time in discipling Mayorga. "His home was like a concentration camp for Jesus," jokes Mayorga. "No television, no movies, no nothing. In 10 months we read the whole Bible and memorized 300 verses of Scripture. Three days after I was saved I was out on the streets winning souls."

Mayorga went to college in Mississippi, and there he met Fred Shelby, pastor of the Main Street Baptist Church. Jaime brought young people from his school to church, and over 100 people were baptized that year.

Some of the church people were concerned about the young man's fervor. "You should send him away," they cautioned. "He's too fired up."

Jaime began to work under Freddie Gage. During this time he met and married his wife, Kathy, a dedicated soulwinner. "Her testimony is different from mine," Jaime explains. "She was saved when she was 6. Since we've been married she has led over 400 people to the Lord. On our honeymoon we led 10 people to Christ. It was a revival all the way."

The Mayorgas were thrilled when they learned they were to be parents. "I waited a couple of months, then I read the entire 'Romans Road' to that baby,” smiles Jaime. "I wanted that baby to be saved."

But during Kathy's seventh month of pregnancy a crisis developed. The doctors asked Jaime to choose between saving his wife and saving the baby. They removed the baby girl from her mother's womb, and she lived only 10 days. "We named her Faith," says Jaime. "For without faith it is impossible to please Him. As I held her grave-side funeral service, God spoke to me and told me my baby was with Him in heaven, but my family was in El Salvador and going to hell. I knew I had to return."

Not long after their personal tragedy, Jaime and his wife went to visit the woman who had kept him for years in El Salvador. Jaime led her to Christ, and as he got up off his knees he came face-to-face with the man who had beaten him as a child. "I saw the bed where I was beaten, and the walls I had been thrown against. I saw the man I had wanted to kill with my own bare hands. But I also saw a soul who needed Jesus." The man prayed to receive Christ as his Saviour, and now he is preaching the gospel in El Salvador.

Jaime Mayorga's burden is to motivate and mobilize Christians to reach the lost. "I'm praying that Christians once again will get back on the streets and go behind the doors where there is so much pain." His message is an emotional story, delivered with tears, but it bears the evidence of a changed life and God's saving grace.

In his ministry of evangelism Mayorga has shared the gospel with over a half million young people in high school assembly programs and church crusades. More than 6,000 people have accepted Christ to date, but he is not about to slow down.

"Is there any wonder why there is so much trouble in America today? The world is lost, and we need to preach the gospel. Is your city lost in sin? 'My house is full, but my fields are empty," says the Lord. Pray that the Lord of the harvest will send laborers into His field."

For more information, call or write: Jaime Mayorga Ministries P.O. Box 764232 • Dallas, Texas 75376-4323 (817) 293-3485
A MIND FOR MISSIONS
by Paul Borthwick

According to Borthwick, proper development of a world vision requires 'spiritual glasses; we need to start seeing the world the way God sees it.' Through 10 "building blocks" Borthwick takes the reader from the biblical basis for missions to practical, viable means of fulfilling a newly acquired world vision, or an already active burden for missions. Building Block Two, Current Events, is by itself worth the purchase price of this book. In this chapter Borthwick strongly states, "In our country we have no excuse for a lack of knowledge of world events. We have no reason for a narrow perspective or a shallow world vision. A mountain of knowledge is available to us that we must not take for granted or ignore.'

Borthwick's own motivation for increasing his world awareness came from one of his missions professors, J. Christy Wilson, who told him, "The Bible tells us what God wants to do in the world; the newspaper tells us where He needs to do it and where we need to be involved through our prayers.'

Even a casual reading of this book helps to clearly dispel any stereotypical ideas about missions and missionaries the reader may hold. We should not fear missions involvement, but look forward to it willingly. "Growing as World Christians, however, means that we are willing to open ourselves up to God's Spirit and ask Him to help us know how to respond to what we learn about.'

The content of this book is challenging, informational, and above all, practical. Borthwick's goal is to provide the catalyst for believers to become world Christians, individuals interested in the world, what God is doing, and what God can do through each believer. "We cannot change the world single-handedly, but we can make a difference through our prayers and efforts." (NavPress, 167 pp., $5.95) Howard Erickson

CIVIL RELIGION AND THE PRESIDENCY
by Richard V. Pierard and Robert D. Linder

Civil Religion and the Presidency is a multifaceted work. Written by two academic historians of left-of-center Evangelical persuasion, it concentrates on the public piety of the American presidents, and on their use of "God words" in their public speeches. It shows better than any other single volume the fallacy of the argument that total separation of church and state is an old and major American political tradition.

Civil Religion is best in dealing with the religious allusions and activities of our chief executives over the past two centuries. In fact I know of no other volume that summarizes so much religious and personal data on our leaders from Washington to Reagan. For example, who were the only presidents to openly proclaim their New Birth conversion? There were seven: Hayes, Garfield, B. Harrison, McKinley, Wilson, Ford, and Carter.

Linder and Pierard also argue that a president has several options available in combining religion with his political role. He selects 10 presidents as examples, and presents a chapter analyzing each. The best articles are those on Washington, Lincoln, McKinley, F.D. Roosevelt, Nixon, Carter, and Reagan. On Lincoln, the authors show an awareness of the controversies concerning his personal religious beliefs, and explains his vital role in sanctifying the sacrifices of the American Civil War. They correctly see Carter as trying to play the role of Old Testament prophet at a time when the American public wanted no part of it. Finally they are sympathetic to McKinley, Nixon, and Reagan, and feel that all three expressed sincere religious concerns and attitudes.

However there are controversial matters raised in this study. For example, the authors argue that Wilson was ruined by being too moralistic, and that the excessive moralism was more the product of growing insanity rather than his deep-rooted southern Calvinism. Fundamentalists and Conservatives will be surprised by the authors' Liberal positions on certain other issues. For example, they condemn Reagan's actions as being nonbiblical in regard to supporting the Contras, and argue that the Vietnam War was a blot on America's moral values. Finally Linder and Pierard strongly disagree with the view.

An excerpt from
A MIND FOR MISSIONS

Building a world vision through current events requires some special skills.

First, we need spiritual glasses; we need to start seeing the world the way God sees it. In Matthew 9:36, we read that Jesus had compassion on the crowds of people because they were "harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd."... He saw their spiritual needs, which led to His command to His disciples to pray for the Lord of the harvest to send out workers (Matt. 9:38).

Second, we need "bifocal vision" in order to increase our world vision through our knowledge of current events. Bifocal vision is the ability to see and care for both the world in our immediate vicinity and the bigger picture—the world we do not touch directly...

Third, we must be open to seeing our own sinfulness and selfishness if we are to increase our world vision through current events. Realizing the plight of people who are persecuted for their faith or seeing the horrors of starvation in the news will not only force us to pray, but will convict us about how incredibly small some of our problems really are....

Fourth, we need to remember how God works through world events if we are to build our world vision through them. Remembering how God works will further develop our perspective.
An excerpt from
CIVIL RELIGION AND
THE PRESIDENCY

In America, nationalism was integrated into civil religion through a happy marriage between Evangelical Christianity and liberal democracy which in turn was presided over by a smiling Creator. Nineteenth-century American Christians felt they could wholeheartedly give allegiance to the nation because it was God’s chosen instrument to spread both Christianity and democracy. They saw the two concepts as branches of the same Evangelical tree. There was no conflict in loyalty to God and to his chosen nation. And if it strayed from its calling, there were prophetic leaders (such as presidents) and founding documents (like the Declaration of Independence and Constitution) to call it back to its appointed tasks.

Ralph H. Gabriel in his classic study, The Course of American Democratic Thought, labeled this fusion of Evangelical religion and national interests and worldviews the “American Democratic Faith.” Pietists, Calvinists, and dissenters all contributed to the Evangelical religion of the land which flowed in the same channel as romantic democracy. The parallel between their doctrines were remarkable: common assent to a basic moral law; agreement with the Calvinist insistence that constitutional government was necessary for the restraint of evil, the shared doctrine of the free individual, common adherence to the philosophy of progress, and accord in the conviction that America’s mission was to save the world from both sin and satanic governance.
A man barricaded inside a house directly defied the U.S. marshals there to evict him. The officers called a locksmith to remove the lock from the door. Without warning the door exploded outward, and the locksmith was thrown bleeding onto the lawn. The stunned marshals scrambled for cover.

Washington, DC, police arrived on the scene. No policeman could assist the injured man without entering the line of fire. Manuel Rivera, a young officer, crept into the yard, paused before entering the open space where the injured man lay, leapt forward, and pulled the locksmith to safety. For his heroic action, he received the medal of valor.

Rivera is now a sergeant, chaplain of Fraternal Order of Police (Labor Committee), Washington, DC, and a member of the Emergency Response Team (S.W.A.T.). Rivera's division handles major events in Washington such as demonstrations and terrorists.

After serving on the police force for nearly five years, Rivera was led to the Lord by his brother, McCauley. "After I was saved I felt that other police officers needed to know the Lord, so the first person I led to Christ was my partner," he said.

Ordained by Thomas Road Baptist Church in November 1980, Rivera also serves as an evangelist for the Beracha Baptist Church. "I know the Lord has called me to preach," Rivera said. "I want to serve in a church that will be a light to the community and reach out to families, addicts, and alcoholics. I want to point people to Christ."

Rivera encourages young men and women interested in police work to keep their eyes on Christ. A police officer should stay clear of anything contrary to the cause of Christ.

With this attitude Rivera has risen to a place of influential testimony among the police force of Washington, DC. Because of his convictions he knows that he never walks alone.

Angela E. Hunt
Thirteen weeks of intense training and evangelistic outreach prepared 35 college-age young people for inner-city work in Norfolk, Chicago, Philadelphia, and New York City. Instead of earning money for the next school year, or vacationing with their families, these Liberty students chose to strengthen their commitment to Christ through urban outreach. They left May 23 and will return August 2.

The Norfolk team works with Michael Farris and the Tabernacle Church in the Norfolk and Hampton Roads area. The Los Angeles team tapped into E.V. Hill's ministries at Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church. The Philadelphia team serves with Paul Parr and Cedar Grove Church. The Chicago team ministers with Charles Lyons and Armitage Baptist Church. Each team has a male and female student coordinator.

Mike Faulkner passed the baton of Urban Outreach director to Claude Dallas in May. Faulkner now serves as associate pastor of the Manhattan Church of the Nazarene near Times Square in New York. “My heartbeat is inner-city ministry and this is where my heart led me,” Faulkner said.

The Old-Time Gospel Hour Trio—Robbie, Don, and Mack—will provide special inspiration. Participants have the opportunity to tour LU, the Creation Museum, the new North Campus, and area historical sites. Dr. and Mrs. Falwell will personally greet each one.

For more information please call 1-800-345-8095, or write Senior Saints Weekend, Lynchburg, Virginia 24514.
Liberty Pioneers in Africa

Referred to as the Liberty Pioneers, 10 Liberty University students will continue the outreach to the Turkana tribespeople in northwestern Kenya, under the direction of the Africa Inland Church. This five-month tour of duty will be the fifth consecutive semester of student internship in Africa.

Sherry Lane, an elementary education major and LU senior, taught a third-grade Bible class while in Kenya. In third grade the Turkana children also learn English. “Teaching was very challenging,” Sherry said. “The African public school does not provide books for children or use visual aids. At first I was apprehensive and expecting the worse when I arrived, but the Turkana tribespeople were so kind. They willingly took time to teach us their language.”

A reinstated mobile clinic outreach provides primary health care and medicine in the form of inoculations and health education. Additionally, the Liberty Pioneers have begun to meet some of the felt needs of the populace by assisting in the upgrading of local water management systems. This is perhaps the greatest single physical need in this and land where people often walk over 10 kilometers for a jug of water.

The most exciting development has been the freedom and encouragement for students to witness to the Turkana. With five local churches and several “preaching points” within a two-hour journey, hardly a day goes by where one or more of the students is not preaching, giving a testimony, singing God’s praises, leading a prayer group or youth fellowship.

In the future Liberty Pioneers plan to establish a remedial reading clinic in the local school; expand the mobile clinic outreach in scope and in frequency; replace the hospital building; secure and install 2,000 meters of pipe to bring fresh water to an area clinic and school; drill wells to supply sufficient water on a year-round basis; and establish community-wide food-for-work projects in water resource management.

FJ Wins Awards at EPA

Fundamentalist Journal received the Award of Excellence for Christian Journalism in the Organizational Division at the Evangelical Press Association Convention, held May 16-18.

Entries for this top-honor award are judged on writing, content, graphics, and impact of the publication as a whole, as well as how the publication serves its intended audience within its stated aims and purposes.

The FJ placed third for its 3-color December cover, designed by Larry C. Bevins, and fourth for photo feature

by Cathy D. Watson, illustrating the article, “Beating the Gambling Habit,” in the November issue.

In September FJ celebrates its sixth anniversary. Editor Deborah Huff oversees the publication of the magazine that has over 125,000 readers.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Rates and requirements for classified ads are: $8.00 per line (approximately 45 character spaces per line); minimum charge of $25.00. Display style advertisements: $70.00 per column inch (7 written lines per column inch). Add $5.00 to each insertion for FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAL box number. Prepayment with orders required. No frequency discounts. Classified advertising is non-commissionable; no volume discounts. Deadline for reservations is eight weeks prior to actual issue date. REQUIREMENTS: Give at least three reputable sources we can contact who can vouch for product and service. All advertisers using a P.O. box must supply FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAL with permanent street address and telephone number. Classified Advertising, FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAL, 2220 Langhome Road, Lynchburg, Virginia 24514.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

Co-Workers to publish Christian Yellow Pages.
We show you how to make an excellent income while operating your own business.
Exclusive territories - minimum investment - maximum profits.
Write for details - please include phone No when replying.
Family of Faith Ministries
719 W. Roseburg, #109
Modesto, CA 95350

EDUCATION

GET-FIRED—with enthusiasm for developing God-given writing talent. Write for FREE Starter Kit: Christian Writers Guild, Box 1, Hume Lake, CA 93628.

KANSAS CITY YOUTH FOR CHRIST

YOU can reach America's teenagers! Learn to become a "Youth Specialist" in only nine months at the headquarters of the largest local youth ministry in the world today. For more information call 913-262-1700 or write today... CUBI • 4715 Rainbow • S.M., KS 66205.


INCREASE YOUR MEMBERSHIP! JOHN 3:16/OUTREACH '88. October 23, 1988. Pastor, write today for a fully illustrated brochure that explains how to implement JOHN 3:16/OUTREACH '88. There has been an overwhelming response from all 50 states. JOHN 3:16/OUTREACH '88, POB 7550, Van Nuys, CA 91409.

EMPLOYMENT

POSITION AVAILABLE: ANNOUNCER/OPERATOR with Moody Broadcasting Network (Moody Bible Institute). Announcing experience required, news experience desired. Contact: Personnel Department, Moody Bible Institute, 820 N. LaSale Drive, Chicago, IL 60610.

Needed: Dean for School of Business/Government
Liberty University, well-known for its Christian commitment, seeks a dynamic individual for Dean of its fast-growing School of Business and Government.
• Doctorate in business, economics, government, public administration or related field required
• Ability to relate to business and academic community
• Responsible for faculty recruitment, curriculum development, scheduling, budget
• Reports to the Vice President for Academic Affairs

Applications should be sent by August 1, 1988

MISCELLANEOUS

SUPERB RECIPE for coleslaw. The kind grandmother used to make. Surprise and please your guests. Send $2 to: RECIPE, POB 707, Winona Lake, IN 46590.

PRODUCTS

BUY CARPET AND VINYL DIRECT. Savings to 80%. Name Brands, Free QUOTES. Johnson's Carpets, Dalton, Georgia 30720. (800) 235-1079, (404) 277-2775.

SAUDER

For more information, call: 1-800-537-1530
In Ohio, 1-866-472-2727

Pew Upholstery

EXCITING AND AFFORDABLE CHURCH DESIGN. Save on design and construction. Free kit in Ohio, 1-800-537-1530

PUBLICATIONS

BEAUTIFUL EXPRESSIONS Fashion Newsletter/Magazine disciples women to be beautiful inside and out. Contains features on Spiritual Growth, Fashion & Beauty, Health & Fitness, & more. Published bimonthly, only $12/yr. Send name, address, and check to Beautiful Expressions at POB 5465, Fredericksburg, VA 22403.

SERVICES

EXCITING AND AFFORDABLE CHURCH DESIGNS. Save on design and construction. Free Info Packet. Call Maranatha, (701) 252-4058, Box 892, Jamestown, ND 58402.

MUSIC

THE HENRY SLAUGHTER GOSPEL PIANO COURSE. Available in SIX books, and demo cassette teaching the necessary fundamentals. Also available in SIX VIDEOCASSETTES, Forty-seven 15-minute lessons by the author. For FREE brochures write: GOSPEL PIANO, POB 8973, Nashville, TN 37207.

Although we carefully screen all advertisements, FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAL does not endorse nor is it responsible for advertised products.
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CALL FOR NEW SPRING ‘88 CATALOG

Full line of Cassetttes and Supplies, A/V Furniture and Pro-Audio Equipment

$873.60 Freight Included available

CALL FOR NEW 2 Exciting New Books and Cassettes

1) PLAY GOSPEL SONGS BY EAR

Amazing new course shows how to play and CHORD any gospel song you've ever heard—entirely by ear! How to find the right starting note, what chords to play and when to play them. Play in easy keys first, then in any key. Learn the secrets of how to play by ear and play the hymns you love—now! 10 easy lessons $6.98 plus 70¢ postage.

90-minute CASSETTE gives more explanations and illustrates every step slowly enough so you hear how it's done. Hear how songs should sound. $638 + 40¢ postage. Order both book and cassette for $12.98 ppd.

2) LEARN GOSPEL MUSIC

Exciting new course shows how to play melodies with right hand. Chords with left. Learn to play rhythm basses. Fill-ins, runs, cross hands. "Walking" basses, melody in thirds, sixths, other techniques. 20 easy lessons $6.98 plus 70¢ postage. 90-minute CASSETTE goes beyond in explanations and illustrations. Actually hear how to play rhythm basses, runs, fills, "walking" basses. Repeat examples as often as you wish. Learn in privacy at home. $5.98 + 40¢ postage. Order both book and cassette for $12.98 ppd.

SAVE—both books and both cassettes $25 ppd (Spectra piano or organ) GUARANTEED!

FREE WITH ORDER—chord chart showing 84 chords.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEED! Shawnee Mission, KS 66204

LIBERTY UNIVERSITY
School of LifeLong Learning

EARN ACCREDITED DEGREES AT HOME

For our FREE CATALOG of VHS videocassette courses and degree programs please write:
LIBERTY UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LIFELONG LEARNING
BOX 11803 • DEPT LU23
Lynchburg, VA 24505-1803
OR CALL
Toll Free 1-800-345-8095 Ext. LU23

LIBERTY GODPARENT FOUNDATION
Dr. Norman Pratt, Executive Vice President
Putting Love In Action To Help People In Need

Family Crisis Counseling Center — Virginia and national 24-hour hotlines offering counseling to unwed women in crisis pregnancy situations.

Liberty Godparent Home — Offering viable alternatives to women in crisis pregnancy through a telephone hotline, personal counseling, maternity home, educational and medical services related to pregnancy, and programs to help rebuild lives.

Family Life Services — Child placement services available through our licensed adoption agency, Family Life Services.

National Outreach Ministry —
■ A comprehensive Sunday morning presentation to educate and challenge the local church with a "Human Life Sunday."
■ Available for conventions, seminars, and Victory Banquets.
■ Fostering the birth of new crisis pregnancy ministries — call or write for a "New Ministry Information Packet" and consulting services.

P.O. Box 27000, Lynchburg, VA 24506
Office: 804-847-6806 Hotline: 800-368-3336

LIBERTY JESUS AND THE MIRACLES

Sunday School Curriculum

SEND FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG

Acorn Children’s Publications Liberty Home Bible Institute Lynchburg, VA 24514
or call 1-804-847-9000

"Giant Oaks from Little Acorns Grow"

Thomas Road Baptist Church Presents

ACORN CHILDREN’S PUBLICATIONS

Sunday School Curriculum

SEND FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG

Acorn Children’s Publications Liberty Home Bible Institute Lynchburg, VA 24514
or call 1-804-847-9000

"Giant Oaks from Little Acorns Grow"

WHERE THE SPIRIT OF THE LORD IS

LIBERTY BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

Serving You as You Prepare to Serve Him

• Seminary Program:
  Master of Divinity
  Master of Religious Education
  Master of Biblical Studies
  Doctor of Ministry
  Tuition: $350/semester
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An Old Approach to Christian Education: The Bible
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How to Make Your Arteries Cleanse Themselves Without Drugs or Surgery

Edwin Fiatto, M.D.

(SPECIAL FEATURE)—Good news for everyone who is health conscious! A remarkable new health guide by Dr. Edwin Fiatto is now available that reveals a medically tested method that can stimulate arteries to cleanse themselves—the natural way—without drugs or surgery.

It’s called “Cleanse Your Arteries & Save Your Life.” And it shows you exactly how nature can activate your body’s built-in artery-cleansing mechanism once you stop eating the wrong foods. It also warns you of the potential danger of certain so-called “cholesterol” diets.

Your own doctor will tell you that partially blocked arteries can produce many of the following symptoms. And he’ll also agree that many of these symptoms may be improved once circulation is enhanced and the cleansing process begins. “Cleanse Your Arteries & Save Your Life” is based on documented scientific principles that can help:

- **Reduce chest pain (angina)**
- **Reduce the risk of bypass surgery**
- **Lower the incidence of heart disease**
- **Reduce dizziness & loss of balance**
- **Improve a partial loss of hearing**
- **Help clear up ringing in the ears**
- **Help clear up leg pain, cramps or tiredness in the legs**
- **Stimulate your body to produce a natural substance that seems to protect against heart attack**
- **Make your body dispose of cholesterol**
- **Thin out sludgy, poor circulating blood**
- **Reduce blood triglyceride levels**
- **Lower high blood pressure naturally**

By following Dr. Fiatto’s advice you can feel better than you have in years. You’ll learn which delicious foods to eat and which to avoid. And you’ll probably have more energy than you know what to do with.

Here’s just a small sample of the useful and helpful information you’ll find in this valuable aid to better health:

- **When women run higher risks for heart attacks**
- **Which vitamins seem to offer protection against heart disease**
- **Which popular health foods may be dangerous**
- **The real truth about cholesterol therapy**
- **The real truth about Omega-3 fish oils**
- **The real truth about polyunsaturated fats**
- **How to calm your nerves naturally**
- **What simple food can help you lose weight**
- **Relieve gas and constipation naturally**

Right now, as part of a special introductory offer, you can receive a special press run of “Cleanse Your Arteries & Save Your Life” by Edwin Fiatto, M.D. for only $9.95 plus $1 postage and handling. It is not available in any bookstore. It is only available through this special offer. Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. If you are dissatisfied in any way, simply return it in 30 days for a full refund—no questions asked.

**HERE’S HOW TO ORDER:** simply write your name and address on a piece of paper and mail it along with cash, check or money order for only $9.95 to: THE LEADER CO., Publishing Division, Dept. F3, F.O. Box 8347, Canton, Ohio 44711. (Make checks payable to The Leader Co.). VISA or MasterCard send card number and expiration date. Act now. Orders will be fulfilled on a first-come, first-serve basis.

Missionary continued from page 25

fewer missionaries a greater amount is crucial. Our Lord’s words in Matthew 6:21 can be applied to missions. “For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.” When much is invested, there will be a correspondingly greater interest in the lives and works of missionaries.

When the people of your church gather for the weekly prayer meeting, can they name the missionaries your church supports? If you have more missionaries than even the pastor can name, how can you truly be involved with them and their specific needs?

When a church invests more in its missionaries, the church family and missionary families become more involved with one another. Since missionaries would have fewer churches to contact, furlough time would become a blessing rather than a cross-country marathon. Although a church may not be able to support as many missionaries, it could get to know the families it does support much more intimately. Then the church can “service” as well as support their missionaries, treating them as people and not merely as entries in the church directory.

The purpose of your missions program should be to support those most qualified and spiritually mature, who walk with the Lord and can best be used in reaching souls for Christ. Develop a questionnaire to determine a missionary’s beliefs, training, experience in the ministry, and goals. Mail the questionnaire to missionary candidates, learn about them before they arrive. While I was a pastor in the United States, every missionary to whom I sent a questionnaire truly appreciated our concern and interest.

If we are more selective in our missions approach, and at the same time contribute more significantly to the missionaries we do support, we can expect a little more from them—namely, accountability. A church that gives significant support to its missionaries can and should expect to be regularly informed as to what the Lord is doing in those missionaries’ lives and ministries. The church is able to ask for that accountability because it is truly involved in what the missionaries are doing. Accountability enables the church to keep in closer contact with its missionary families, and encourages the missionaries to do their best for the Lord on a consistent basis.

Place the names of missionary families on the weekly prayer list of the church. Read portions of prayer letters from them in prayer meeting services. You might be able to reduce the size of a missionary’s letter on a copy machine and print the whole letter in the church bulletin. One of our supporting churches does this and then sends us their bulletins. We are encouraged to know that every member of that church can read our prayer letters.

Periodically highlight your missionary families in the church services. Emphasize one missionary specifically for a month, and pray for “the missionary of the month” at all services. Ask him to write your church a personal letter during that month. Inquire about his needs and mention them to the people during that month, so they might pray for that missionary more intelligently. The more we keep missions before the people of our churches, the more likely they will get involved through giving and praying. You will be pleased to see what a strong missions program will do for your church as you seek to carry out your part of the Great Commission.

**Rodney L. Kidd** is a missionary to West Germany. He is associated with Baptist International Missions.
President Ronald Reagan has signed a bill into law that makes dial-a-porn messages illegal.

Attached to an $8.3 billion education bill, the amendment prohibits telephone companies from permitting services in which users pay a fee to dial and listen to a recorded or live pornographic message.

During the signing ceremony President Reagan said, "I commend Congress for joining the administration’s long-standing effort to combat hard-core obscenity."

The President, however, was not optimistic about the law’s survival in the federal courts. "I am bound to note, however, as much as it displeases me, the current Supreme Court jurisprudence is unfriendly to parts of this education bill."

The there are approximately 100 sexually explicit taped messages around the country. Each recording lasts upwards to three minutes with listeners paying between 20 cents and two dollars per call.

Opposition to the dial-a-porn messages was waged on the grounds that 12 million children annually call the pornographic services. Some of these children have actually carried out the graphic acts described in the taped messages.

Twelve million children annually call pornographic services. Some have actually carried out the graphic acts described in the taped messages.

Gary Callen of Fremont, California, said his daughter was forced to perform oral sex on a 12-year-old boy after he had listened to 75 taped messages.

Testifying in favor of a bill to outlaw dial-a-porn services, Mrs. Matte said, "If this law had been in effect last year my children and thousands of others would never have been injured by dial-a-porn. We need this law passed and enforced so that millions of other little children won’t be robbed of their innocence."

The Senate passed the law prohibiting dial-a-porn messages last year by a vote of 98-0. The House passed the amendment in April, 379-22.

House members defeated a weaker amendment that would have limited access to dial-a-porn by making them available only if telephone subscribers specifically requested access.

This weaker amendment is important because some believe it may have to become an acceptable alternative if the courts should strike down the amendment banishing dial-a-porn services completely.

Dial-a-porn messages began in 1982.
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when the so-called “dial-it” services were deregulated by the Federal Communications Commission. The first sexually explicit recordings were developed by Gloria Leonard, publisher of the pornographic *High Society* magazine.

Leonard said she began the dial-a-porn service as a marketing device to increase readership of her magazine. Each issue featured a center-spread model accompanied by a phone number the reader could call to hear a sexually explicit recording from the model.

“It became a living centerfold hotline—provocative and sensual,” Leonard said.

The success of the dial-a-porn messages astounded Gloria Leonard, who quickly expanded the services into San Francisco, Reno, Los Angeles, and Las Vegas. Soon other independent companies developed dial-a-porn services, and within two years models were offering live dial-a-porn conversations.

The live conversations cost the dialer between $15 and $30 and are usually billed to a Visa or MasterCard account. The call may last up to 45 minutes, with the paid performer describing or encouraging a variety of sexual acts.

During one day in May 1983, 800,000 calls were made to one sexually explicit recorded message. By February 28, 1984, that same number received 180 million calls. Dial-a-porn services, prior to the signing of the recent bill abolishing the messages, escalated to a $2.4 billion industry.

There had been many efforts attempting to restrict the pornographic services, but most failed or went largely unenforced. The FCC attempted to restrict dial-a-porn messages to between the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. EST. But the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals said the FCC needed to attempt a less restrictive measure, such as “blocking” access to dial-it services.

The FCC then attempted to require an identification code or payment by credit card before using the dial-a-porn services. But the appellate court again referred the FCC to some type of less restrictive “blocking” measure.

But blocking methods presented unique problems. For instance, not all telephone systems are capable of being blocked. Furthermore, parents would not
Less than five years ago in the nation of China, a nation that is closed to the gospel by the Communists, there were only about one million Chinese out of one billion Chinese who knew the Lord Jesus as Saviour. But a Great Awakening has swept across China and today, it is said conservatively, there are 50 million Chinese that have been saved in a five year period.
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be able to preselect all the dial-a-porn services that are available or could become available. Finally, children could simply use phones that are not blocked.

Despite these frustrations, the FCC continues to step up its campaign against dial-a-porn services. Recently, the FCC has fined four companies $600,000 each for failing to prevent children from buying sexually explicit services.

The Supreme Court has only had one opportunity to address the pornographic telephone services. In that case the Supreme Court, without comment, let stand an Arizona telephone company's ban on sexually explicit dial-a-porn services.

Mountain Bell refused to carry the pornographic services, saying it would be "harmful to our reputation." Two dial-a-porn services sued the telephone company, saying their free speech rights were violated.

But the 9th U.S. Court of Appeals said only the government or some agent of the government can violate someone's constitutional rights.

The Supreme Court ruling opened the doors for other telephone companies to hang up the dial-a-porn services. Many telephone companies had said they were only carrying the pornographic services because they felt compelled by law. The Supreme Court ruling knocked down that argument, but to date there has been no great rush by telephone companies to abandon the dial-a-porn services.

The new federal law banning dial-a-porn services went into effect July 1 and provides a $50,000 fine or six years in jail or both upon conviction.

The enormous profits enjoyed by dial-a-porn services almost guarantee the federal law will be contested in the courts.

But some antipornography attorneys are optimistic it will survive the legal challenge.

Bruce Taylor, general counsel at the Center for Decency through Law, said, "If the law is vigorously defended by the FCC and the Justice Department, the federal courts will uphold the law."

Taylor said the CDL was basing this opinion on the 1978 Supreme Court decision upholding indecency laws on radio and television in the famous "7 dirty words" case.

Martin Mawyer
The California Supreme Court is expected to rule this month in the nation's first "clergy malpractice" lawsuit. The case stems from the suicidal death of 24-year-old Kenneth Nally. Nally killed himself with a shotgun in a friend's apartment in 1979.

In the weeks before his death, however, five physicians, a psychologist, and pastors from Grace Community Church in California all counseled Nally, who was severely depressed and had previously attempted suicide.

Shortly after Nally’s death, his parents filed suit against the clergymen, claiming that they violated a duty of care in counseling their son because they did not refer him to professional counseling.

The California 2nd District Court of Appeals agreed. However, the pastors subsequently appealed to the state supreme court. In its decision the appeals court ruled that while upholding freedom of religion, the First Amendment does not exempt ministers who provide emotional counseling from criminal negligence charges.

"I fail to see why pastoral counseling should need to come under such restraints," says Dean Kelly, director of Religious Liberty of the National Council of Churches in New York. "The obligations the court is prescribing puts [pastoral counseling] under the supervision of a civil court that is not capable of judging religious counseling."

However, in its majority opinion, the appeals court says the "case has little or nothing to say about the liability of clergymen for the negligent performance of their ordinary ministerial duties, or even their counseling duties, except when they enter into a counseling relationship with suicidal individuals."

**AIDS Counselor Assists in Suicide**

A Los Angeles AIDS counselor who recently admitted on the ABC television program "Nightline" that he helped a patient die, could serve up to five years in prison if convicted of the felony.

During the broadcast, Marty James said he assisted 28-year-old Keith Lower in mixing 30 barbiturate capsules with a glass of grape juice. James was allegedly terminally ill, suffering from AIDS-related complex.

"My friend Keith, who I assisted to take his own life, was in such a debilitated condition, he was manifesting malignant tumors in his lungs," James told ABC. "He had suffered AIDS-related complex for seven to eight years."

James also said he was aware that under existing law it's a crime to help someone commit suicide. "There could be some possible repercussions. But because of the strong feelings I have surrounding this issue, I felt it was important to come forward," he said in the "Nightline" interview.

Shock at the admission, officials of Americans United for Life, an antiabortion group based in Chicago, wrote a letter to San Francisco District Attorney Arlo Smith, urging him to investigate the case. However, San Francisco officials quickly concluded that the death did not occur in that city, and the investigation concerning James’s actions moved to Los Angeles.

Still, Smith was quoted in the San Francisco Chronicle as saying that a televised confession is not a strong enough foundation on which to build a criminal case. "We'd have to independently prove that he was responsible for aiding the suicide," he said.

No legal action has yet been taken against James.
had been homosexual. And none of them really believe that their mothers should have aborted them. The Humanists' ethical ideals are contrary to their own ethical inclinations.

Is the Natural Law clear? "But Natural Law is not clear," cry overzealous Reconstructionists. "Sin has obscured it and left it without value as a guide for life." Not only is this a serious overstatement of the case, but it contradicts the clear teaching of Scripture. For the Bible declares that God's general revelation is manifest in them; for God hath shewed it unto them (Rom. 1:19). They cannot miss it. Those who fail to obey it are "without excuse" (Rom. 1:20) and will therefore "perish" (Rom. 2:12).

If failure to respond to natural revelation is sufficient for eternal condemnation, then certainly it is sufficient for temporal legislation. The problem with unbelievers is not that they do not perceive the truth (Rom. 1:18) but that they do not receive it (1 Cor. 2:14). The difficulty is not with God's natural disclosure but with man's unnatural distortion of it (Rom. 1:21-32).

Outlining the options. Contrary to the popular adage, the very purpose of government is to legislate moral behavior. But it is not the province of government to regulate religion. We should avoid both a purely secular government or a uniquely religious one and work rather for a just one (1 Tim. 2:2).

The function of government is not to establish favored beliefs, but to encourage favorable behavior. What kind of laws should be used to accomplish this: Christian laws or Humanistic laws? Neither. Rather, they should simply be just laws. Laws should not be either Christian or anti-Christian: they should merely be fair ones.

Chuck Colson hit the nail squarely on the head in Kingdoms in Conflict when he wrote: "Christian citizens should be activists about their faith, striving by their witness to 'Christianize' their culture—not by force of the sword, but by the force of their ideas. But Christians elected to public office acquire a different set of responsibilities. Now... their duty is to ensure justice and religious liberty for all citizens of all beliefs" (p. 304).

Christian School continued from page 66

Christian values and behavioral standards in Christian schools are unquestionably worthwhile. However, we must not sacrifice superior academic programs in Christian education. Although there are some academic bright spots, there is a growing suspicion that we are not providing the very best that we can.

Christian schools may preselect both students and parents, giving the schools higher quality students and more motivated parents with which to work. With these advantages, Christian schools should rank much higher than they do.

Costly Christian schools should never rank lower on grade equivalency scores than the best public schools do. More reasonably, we should be able to compare our grade equivalency scores with individual exceptional public schools like West Bloomfield schools in Michigan, where students attend free. We should also compare favorably with the very best private schools.

Christian school graduates certainly do not have extraordinary scores on the ACT or SAT college entrance exams. On the average, they rank no higher than public school students preparing to enter college. Unfortunately, a very casual attitude exists about these scores because several Christian colleges do not require them for acceptance and enrollment. This is the one place where meaningful comparisons can be made. Let's publish our average scores, as public schools do.

In May, USA Today (May 16, p. 5D), the National Education Association, and the National Association of Secondary Principals cosponsored an all USA academic team. Principals nominated 900 students for competition. These contestants represented the brightest students in America's high schools. From the 900 nominees, 20 were chosen for the first team, 20 for the second, and 20 for the third. Honorable mention went to almost 100 other students. Although a few Catholic schools were represented, not a single student from a Christian school was honored in any category.

Toward a Solution. Parents sacrifice to provide a Christian education for their children. In the loudening cry for accountability, Christian schools must do a better job. We must openly admit our problems and deficiencies, and get at the task of solving them. Let's make some bold moves.

We must establish a national private commission and encourage a spokesman to study, evaluate, and recommend ways to improve academic performance. We must consider constructive solutions to financial obstacles—such as merging weaker schools and funding them by collective groups of churches. We must find ways to reward and honor teachers who instill the academic knowledge and spiritual precepts upon which our children will build their futures.

The process of selecting the best educational program for their children should neither confuse nor delude parents. Christian schools must develop meaningful test procedures, so parents can readily make an evaluation on academic performance as well as on spiritual substance.

If our nation is at risk because of failures in public education, then our churches are at risk because of failures in Christian education. We must do no less for our children in Christian education than to join Secretary Bennett in the dedicated search for excellence. And like Secretary Bennett, let's get tough on ourselves.
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Until recently, the modern movement

We need more objective data.

A Hard Look at the Christian School Movement

by Truman Dollar

Secretary of Education William E.

Bennett proclaimed that because of failures in public education we are "a nation at risk." An effective advocate for parents and the nation, Bennett demands high standards of accountability from America's educators. He powerfully underscores deficiencies in science, math, and English, saying our schools fall behind those of most other Western countries. The secretary spares no one in his persistent, factual, and tough call for excellence.

Although he acknowledges efforts of public educators to reform, Christian educators single out and applaud Bennett's critical comments, and in fact use them to heighten condemnation of public schools. They can now tell parents to avoid public schools "because even the secretary of education criticizes the system."

A far more constructive reaction would be for leaders in Christian education to demonstrate Bennett's objective approach in evaluating Christian schools. Even as Bennett criticizes public education, he wants to strengthen it and correct it. His criticisms have positive purpose and objectives.

No leader of national stature has yet emerged who would do for the 18,000 Christian schools what Bennett has done for the public sector. Because we care about the spiritual and academic process that prepares our children to face the future, we must evaluate the movement objectively. We must be able to honestly criticize Christian education without being accused of trying to destroy it. "Speaking the truth in love" is not being disloyal.

We must be able to honestly criticize Christian education without being accused of trying to destroy it. "Speaking the truth in love" is not being disloyal.

The Economic Problem. The economic problem dramatically affects the well-being of faculty. Currently, the average salary of a teacher in the public school system is $25,500 a year. Although getting reliable statistics is difficult, I have found that teachers in Christian schools average less than $14,000 annually. Low pay and inadequate benefits cause the older and more experienced teachers either to seek employment in public schools or to change professions. Inadequate teachers and administrators generate a harmful lack of respect among students and discourage even the brightest students from pursuing academic enrichment. Although this is not true everywhere, it tends to leave too many negative role models in Christian education.

While there are professional teachers who feel called to the ministry of Christian education, and they remain despite it all, we do them and our children an injustice by not supporting them financially and encouraging them to grow in their chosen field. We exploit godly, dedicated teachers, and they bear a disproportionate burden to keep the movement alive. The economic commitment we ask of them is more demanding than we ask of missionaries. This leads to an enormous turnover of teachers each year. That alone creates instability and works against academic continuity.

The Academic Problem. The Christian school movement faces an economic crisis. Churches are reaching their limit in subsidizing their Christian schools. But increasing tuition will only cause diminished enrollment, as thousands of families find they cannot afford it. As that happens we will turn the whole movement into an elitist institution, sharply dividing congregations.

Christian educators say, "It is always worth the cost." That statement may soon be recognized, even by the most faithful supporter, as unrealistic. Increasingly, only the well-to-do of our congregations can afford to send their children to Christian schools. At least we can say with certainty that the very poor cannot.

This creates an unfair atmosphere of guilt. We raise tuition, but imply that those who cannot afford the cost are unspiritual. We often drive a mother out of the home into the job market to afford Christian education, when we know that her presence in the home, dedicated to the spiritual welfare of her children, will have a more positive influence than the Christian school. To deny that is to deny a major part of our theology of the family.
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There's Hope!

Look around you. People are down, discouraged, and defeated. World crises threaten our very existence. National dilemmas fill the nightly news. Individual problems seem insurmountable. People need good news. They need to hear There's Hope!

Every week thousands are discovering this life-changing truth through the dynamic messages of Dr. Richard Lee. There's Hope, a weekly telescast of Atlanta's exciting Rehoboth Baptist Church, is setting a pace that many other ministries are following. Setting the standard, too.

There's Hope is not just another church program. It sparkles with originality. Watch it just once and you'll know what we mean when we say, There's Hope!
From the first day we opened our doors, we started a tradition of excellence at Liberty that is still all-encompassing.

We strive for it in spiritual character. In academics. In administration. In the arts. In athletics. Everywhere. Close to our nation’s capital and Colonial Williamsburg, we’re located in a region rich in American history where we are continually reminded of our nation’s bedrock principles, as well as our biblical roots. This heritage is very much our own, part of our tradition, and part of our legacy to each student who passes this way. There may be nothing we can teach them that is more important than to be the best they can be. We strive to produce young men and women who are not only authorities in their fields, but individuals of true Christian character, deeply rooted in biblical principles.

So far, the ideal has paid off. Our graduates are making an impact all over the country, both professionally and spiritually. They’re bankers, they’re businessmen and women, they’re teachers and counselors and mathematicians. They’re ministers and graduate students, and wherever they are, they’re carrying on the tradition of excellence.